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I. PREFACE
Our objective is twofold. We wish to work out procedures for
detection and assay of e_zymes in soil suitable for presumptive tests
of life in planetary so, Is. Incidentally, this calls for use of
cnzvme-substrates that are stable to heat, moisture and storage.
Spcond, we are explorin_ the behavior of enzymes in non-classical
(soluble enzyme e _n_oluble substrate) systems. These include enzyme
action at surfaces in gels and in other heterogeneous, structurally
restricted systems analogous to those found in cells and in soils.
The Martian enviro_unent has a limited moisture content and any
biological reactions possibly take place at interfaces and on surfaces
in an environment cf restricted water availability. A study of surface
effects in the hydrolysis of insoluble substrate by adsorbed enzyme
(hydrolysis of chitin by chitinase) is being continued in order to
investigate some of the factors influencing reactions at interfaces.
Emphasis has been placed on the detection of urease activity because
of the probable primordial origin of urea as an organic substance,
because of its stability as an enzyme substrate, and because of the
ubiquity of soll urease in the terrestrial environment.
The hydrolysis of urea by urease in media of low water availability
is detectable at 60_ relative humidity and measurable hydrolysis of
urea occurs in soils at 80_ relative humidity and above. Methods are
being developed further for their possible use for the detection of
such a catalyst in the Martian environment.
Theoretical aspects of the kinetics of enzyme reactions in
heterogenous systems and of microorganisms in flow columns are reviewed
and discussed.
• iv.
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/_ SURVEY OF ENZYME ACTION IN HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEMS
Part I, in this report, includes sections I, II, and Ill in the
following outline.
Part II, to appear in our next progress report, will include a
bibliography.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Someenzyme reactions in nature, both within cells and tissues
and without, take place in homogeneous aqueou.q solutions. In most
instances, however, enzyme reactions take place at interfaces_
within gels and coacervates or in some other heterogeneous melleuQ
(Holter); it is surprising to note how rarely this subject has been•
treated in textbooks or reviews. Digestion in the gut of animals
or at the surfaces of plant roots are natural situations with hetero-
geneous catalysis. Here a number of such situations will be discussed-
and some biological examples for which such considerations need to be-
extended in depth will be described..
Recently interest in the action of enzymes on solid supports and
in insoluble gels has emerged, and the results have relevance to soll
and food science and preparative and analytical chemistry as well as
to cell biology. Others have reviewed various phases of this very
broad subject (Augenstein, Alexander, Fraser_ Katchalski_ Robert,
Zittle_ McLaren, McLaren, McLaren and Peterson), and in this review
we have tried to present a coherent picture of some of the kinetic-
aspects of the subject together with contrasts with classical solution..
studies. The scope of the field can be seen in Figure i as a vast
area for research. Homogeneous aqueous systems take their place as
a special case in this scheme. Among all these possibilities water
plays a role, and we may ask such questions as at how low a relative
humidity can reactions take place; can reactions take place in £rozen
systems, etc.?
t¢
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Figure 1. Some combinations of enzyme and substrate giving reactions
in heterogeneous systems. Examples are indicated on the tie lines.
The classical_ homogeneous solution system marked by *_ is included
for perspective.
Further, we must consider in the case of insoluble enzymes what
is the local, surface pH or redox potential at the solid-liquld
interface and how do such micro-environmental conditions modify the
kinetics deduced for homogeneous systems. Contrariwise, how can one
describe the action of an enzyme on an insoluble substrate having
a solubility so Low t_at in effect no solution reactions are
observed?
Certain topics have recently been reviewed adequately and will
only be alluded to in the following. These include enzyme reactions
at oil-water and air-water interfaces (James and Augenstein) and the
kinetics of translocation through natural membranes (Mitchell, 1967).
II. ELEMENTARY KINETIC AND THERMODYNAMIC FEATURES
A. Some rate equations
Let us consider the usual reaction scheme for the action of an
enzyme E on a substrate S.
subs trate complex,
E'S is the intermediate, an enzyme-
kl k3
_ P +Es + E >
k 2
and C is a product, kl, k2, and k3 are appropriate rate constants.
Let the total enzyme present, Eo, equal the free, E, plus the combined
enzyme, E'S complex. These symbols will be used both for identification
and for molar concentrations. Similarly, S , the total substrate
0
(i)
oT
concentration is givc_n bit S = S + E-S.
O
Then, in the s Leady state,
d E.S/dt = klE'S - k2E'S - k3E'S = 0
and
ki (Eo - E-S)(S O - E'S) = k2E.S + k3E. S
There are two extreme cases for which equation (3) can be simplified
for solutions, namely one in which the substrate is in great excess,
and the coverse. The first case leads to the classical expression of
Henri, as elaborated by Michaelis and Menten and the seconu becomes
of importance if the substrate consists of colloidal particles in
suspens ion.
Case I. Soluble substrate in excess
(2)
(3)
and
k I (E -E-S_ S
o o
E S
o o
E S = s +K
o m
= k2 E-S + k3 E.S (3a)
(4)
Case II. Soluble enzyme in excess
and
klEo(S ° - E'S) = k2E'S + k3E.S
E'S =
E S
o o
E +K
o m
(3b)
.k2 +k
In both cases K - 3
m kI '
but the initial reaction
velocities, v i, are quite different. For case I we have
E S
O O
vi k3 E'S = k3 K + S
m o
and for case II
(6)
E S
o o
Vo -- k
i ]K +E
m o
(7)
Equation (I) is an over-simplification and several important
quantities, namely water, hydrogen ion concentration (or activity),
ionic strength, cofactors including heavy metals, and redox potential,
have been omitted. If these quantities are held constant they
enter implicitly into the rate constants. If they vary or appear as
reactants, explicit description is often possible. FOr example, in
a study of the action of pepsin (E) on egg albumin (S) Bull and Currie
( ) write
E+S_. E-S
E-S + H+'----_ E-S.H +
+
E.S-H _ peptides + E
5 = EXS/E'S = 7-4 x IO-4
+ H+
K,2 = HxE'S/E'S" = 7.2 x
Assuming, in the usual way, that the velocity of proteolysis in
+ +
proportion to E.S'H , v = k_ E.S-H , and being mindful of the
+
conservation equation f..r total enzNae E = E + E'S + E'S'H , we h:_ve
o
for the velocity of pepsin action
ok3E o
_[ K2 K2
+--+I
+ +
sxH H
(8)
If the role of water, W, is to be exa_:ined, one may use a set
of formulas suggested by Haldane ( ).
E'S + W _ E'S'W
F'q'_I > E + products
8
Many enzyme reactions in nature take place on surfaces and in
gels where both hydrogen ion concentration and water must be taken
into account. Enzyme reactions on the surfaces of clays or in foods
are examples. For such systems concentration with volume units are
not applicable; the use of mole fractions allows comparisons to he
made with corresponding enzyme-substrate reactions in solution.
For a generalized chemical reaction ZTsS _ ZTpP, equilibrium
constants can be written as
7S
"(ms)
7p
.(5_)
= K
7S
_(xs),
7[,
.(xp)
r'55.) +
5_
55-5 + _m i
oX being mole fraction_ and m being molal concentrations. These
constants are related by
7p E
_._ +_m. • K = K
and are obviously not generally proportional. X is a more desirable
composition variable because it involves the mole number of every
component in the system while m involves a _iven component and water
only. Using mole fraction_ v = k"XE.s.H +, and substituting the
X E + Xcorresponding conservation equation, = XE
o
obtain
V ""
K " K K
x I x2 x2
+ _+I
X+" XS X+
H H
E.S + XE.S.H+_ we
(9)
Multiplying through equation (8) and (9) by the _olume, and
substituting k" = k' [55-5 + Zm.] we obtain the following pair
i
of equations_
v' = k'E
o
//
+---T- + i
H
and
!
v
/
: k'E { :xl Kx2 Kx2
+ _ +
XH+" XS XH+
where v' is the velocity in moles per second and E is simply the
o
total amount of enzyme. From (ga): as Xs _ I_ XHo O and XH+ must
decrease and v' ---_ O_ a result to be expected for gels and films of
substrate which are undergoing dessication (McLaren).
(8a)
(9a)
.B. Locus effects
In the above discussion the constants kl, k2, k3, and _m are
characteristic )£ the enzyme and substrate interaction, the strength
of which may be strongly influenced by the local structure, be it
substrate or ¢srrier (Schurr and McLaren ]065). The variation of
kinetic constants with d_fferent local environments will be referred
to as the locus effect. The shi_t in the pH optima of some enzymes, which
act in regions of electr0stat_c potential different from that
of the bulk solution, is an example.
In 193? Danielli wrote that "the bulk of the fluid contents of
the cell are presumably of fairly uniform reaction_ but the surfaces
of granules_ oil globules, mit0chondria2 and gel particles may well
differ from the bulk reaction by up to 2 pH units_ according t_ the
constitution of the surfaces concerned. The cell may thus offer a
much more diverse environment for enzyme reactions than has hitherto
been supposed." For example, he showed that the pH at the interlace
of water and non-aqueous solutions of long-chain fatty acids is less
than that of the bulk aqueous phase because of the concentration of
negative charge at the interphase and a consequent concentration of
H+ ions at the interface to form an ionic double layer and he accounted
quantitatively for this difference in pH by means of Donnan's theory
( ). Later Hartiey and Roe ( ) derived an equation for the difference
between the pH at a ch_rgec interf_ce_ PHs_ and that of an adjacent
phase, p_ by an application of the theory _f Debye and Hi_ckel. They
epointed out that _e : !e:trokinetic potential (_) of the colloidal
chemist can be _ h_ntif_ed with the potential _ in the neighborhood
of a simple ion at the distance of closest approach of another ion,
as considered by l_bye and H'dckel. In this sense the _ -potential
determines the local concentration of ions near the surface of a
particle, and the hydrogen ion concentration near the surface will
-E_/kr +
be e time_ _!,_ H concentration in bulk. The effective
dissociation constant becomes
K = Kbe _IkT = Kbe-F_IRT
s
(zo)
where K is the thermodynamic dissociation constant in bulk, e is
the electronic charge.. F is the faraday, T the absolute temperature_
and k the Boltzmann constant.
At 25 ° equation I0 may be rewritten as
pK : pK b - _/60s
(ZOa)
or
pH : pH b + _/60s
+
where pH is in terms of H concentration, not activities. Incidentaliyj
+
no distinction between concentration and activity of H is needed in
hulk under physiological conditions, near neutrality. That an en=_e
acting at a charged surface responds to hydrogen ion concentration
rcther than activity has been shown elsewhere ( ).
(IOb)
QEquation lOb can be evaluated via elect_ophoretic measurements
by substituting, for large particles_ the S:aoiuchowski relationship
D
(11)
We thereby arrive st the experimental|y useful equation
PHs : PHb + 0.217
For small particl_s, Hartley and Roe give at 25 ° ,
(lea)
= p% +o.325 (12b)
The mobility o_ _ particle _ is reckoned negative for motion
toward an anode, in microns/sec/volt/cm; D is the dielectric constant
and _ is the viscosity of the disperse medium at the same temperature.
In Table I are some values for A pH = pH b - pH evaluated bys
means of the equation of Hartley and Roe.
The attack of a protein substrate molecule by
an enzyme most certainly involves an environment characterized more
by pH than by pH b (except if both proteins are at their isoelectrics
points_ a most unlikely coincidence). The approach of Hartley and
Roe to pH s gives the surface pH at the plane of shear and this plane
may be several Angstrom units away from the surface ionogenic groups
(Davies_ Haydon and Rideal), whereas proteolysis involves actual
compound formation between enzyme and substrate snd the functional
group will be within the plane of shear of the two-protein molecule.
A comparison of the action of chymotrypsin o:_ lysozyme (denatured) zn
solution and on the surface of kaolinite particles (about i _ in size)
Table I
Values of _pH = pHb - pN for somebiochemical and biological surfaces in
s
aqueous systems at room temperature ( ).
J
_-potentlal_
_obility
Surface micr_ns/sec/V/cm i mV _ p_ pH
Lysozyme h.O 0.05 52 8.05 -1.30
Kaolinite -4.8 0.05 -62 8.05 1.O4
Lysozyme on kaolinite -2:.') 0.05 -32 8.05 O. 54
Ps_eudomona____saeruginosa -2.0 O. 02 -- 6.9 O. 44
Yeast -1.2 0.O1 -- 4.1 0.30
Erythrocytes -I. 3 O. 13 -- 7.4 O. 3
Mitochondria (lupine) -0.77 O. 12 -- 6.9 0.2
The ionic strength i is of fundamental importance in governing_ in part_ these
quantities. They are lower the higher the ionic strength.
IO.
showedthat the pH optimum for the adsorbed enzymeis about 2 units
higher than for the enzymeacting in solution. In other words_ the
enzymebehaves in _ceordance with a concentration of hydrogen ions
at the surface of negatively charged kaolinite which is greater than
in the surrounding buffer medium(McLaren and Estermann, 1957)-
Apparently the action of an enzyme at an interface can serve the role
of a "molecular pH meter" in giving an idea of the acidity of an
interface (McLaren and Babcock).
It must be remarried that the equations given above for reaction
rates are applicable only to reactions which proceed so slowly that
no molecular diffusion gradients_ in the statistical sense discussed
by Collins and Kimbol, appear ( ). That is_ only reactions which
are not diffusion controlled have been considered. Provided that
enzyme reactions have equilibria lying far to the side of products
(E + P) and with k2 >> k3_ it umy be shown that the reaction velocity
is not dependent on the viscosity of the medium (Schurr and McLaren_
1965). This assumption will have to be tested as more work is under-
taken in structurally restricted systems. For example_ an enzyme
trapped within a substrate at low water content is subjected to an
entirely different kind of environment than that in a dilute solution
and the ease with which products can diffuse away from a complex will
influence the overall kinetics_ particularly if the reaction products
are inhibitors (Dixon .and Webb).
II.
Supposewe have a substrate in the form of a coacervate droplet
or gel particle in susp_slon which is so dilute in substrate that
the rate of entry of an enzymeis scarcely impeded. Will the rate of
hydrolysis contain consta_its k3 and Kmwhich are the same or similar
to those for the s-_me kind of substrate in solution? On the other
hand, suppose the particles are not readily penetrable by enzymes
a_d the surface area is so great that almost all the enzyme is adsorbed
on the surface. Examples are fat droplets and starch granules in
suspension as substrates. For such particles, from equation (7) one
would not expect initial reaction rates to be directly proportional
to enzyme concentration over much of a range. Furthermore, if such
particles bear a net electric charge at the interface, the local,
surface pH will not be the same as in bulk solution. It would be no
surprise to find values for pH optima and K rather far removed from
m
values found for the same enzyme acting on chemically similar substrates
in solution; Figure 2.
Many reactions at the cellular level, as in food preservation
problems, and in cell particulates, will doubtless be found to be
diffusion controlled. As an extreme case, consider the substrate
concentration to be low and k2 to be much less than k3. Then
equation (6) becomes simply
v = kI E SO O
This situation can pertain in highly _,iscous media wherein the rate
of collision of enzyme with substrate, limited by dlffuslon_
becomes rate controlling (McLaren, 1963). The constant k is equal
to the encounter rate, namely h _ N RI2 DI2 10-3 where N is
(13)
' IIA
202 4 6 8 IO
pH of SOLUTION or SUSPENSION
ti/ ,2,. The ctTect of pFI on invertase ac-
tivity of yeast cells aBd isolated enzyme
(1, 2) and on chyrnotryptic activity'in
solution or adsorbed on kaolinite (3, 4).
12.
Avogadro's number, R12 is the sum of the radii of the reactants
and D12 is the sum of the diffusion coefficients. This encounter
rate presupposes the model of Smoluckowski for _:he case of negligible
electrostatic effects, such as in the case of catalase or invertase
)Ackerman, Alberty and Hammer). For a small substrate molecule k 1
is approximately _ _ N R1 D2 10"3_ that is, :he size of the enzyme
and _he diffusion coefficient of the substrate are of paramount
importance. If t,_e enzyme is surrounded by other molecules in a
..-hembrane_ however, a locus effect# either steric or electrostatic
may be involved (see below_ Romeo and Bernard). Experiments with
cytochrome c and horse-radish peroxidase indicate that dipoles may
be o_ _ented to oppos_ the reaction (Ackerman, 1_2)_ whereas the
fumarase reaction is enhanced by electrostatic effects (Alberty and
Hammer, 1958_.
In the follc_n_ discussion we will examine these questions
and a number of others suggested by Figure I and for which data is
available.
III. REACTIONS WITH COACERVATESj SWOLLEN GELS_ OILS_ ETC.
A. Action of soluble enzymes on insoluble substrates
I. Action of enzymes on prc_:eins_ starch_ cellulose and chitin.
It is difficult _o find a s_b_trate which can be studied both in
solution and in suspension. A rigorous comparison of enzyme action on
both soluble and insoluble forms of the same substrate is complicated
13.
by the fact that one cannot have two distinct equilibrium phases of
a substrate under the same physical conditions, except at phase
transitions where both phases exist. Otherwise one form of the
substrate must be in a non-equillbrium state under the prevailing
condition. A satisfactory situation is one in which both soluble
and insoluble forms arise naturally as a consequence of hysteresis
of the substrate with respect to variation of one or more thermodynamic
variables. In this event substrate molecules of identical chemical
composition and molecular weight comprise both,forms.
Ordinary gelatin is suitable because, upon cooling sufficiently
concentrated solutions, it readily forms gels which are essentially
stable against dispersion into excess solvent, and which may be
redlssolved by mild heating. We can vlsuallze two extreme cases.
In one an enzyme can penetrate the gel in a time short compared to
both (i) the duration of the kinetic experiment and (ii) the time
required to digest the gel sufficiently to permit dispersion into the
surrounding solvent. In the other the enzyme cannot penetrate the
gel and can act only on the surface of the gel exposed to enzyme
solution.
The action of trypsin on gel microspheres between iO and IOO
in diameter has been compared with its action on dilute gelatin sols
which were obtained by melting out a corresponding suspension of gel
spheres. The spheres were prepared by cooling a coacervate mixture
of warm, dilute gelatin and anmmnium sulfate, followed by removal of
the salt; they were readily penetrated by trypsin (Schurr and McLaren).
14.
The rates of digestion of gelatin mlcrospheres and sols may both
be described by equations of the form of equation (6) above. That isj
the rate data in both instances may be fitted to
kBEoS o
v =
_+S o
where k B and K B are empirically determined constants and v is in moles
of peptide hydrolysed per minute. A relation between kBJ _j and
fundamental physical constants of the system were established by analysis
of a suitable model. Since there are a number of susceptible bonds
per milligram of gelatin_ falling into classes each characterized by a
k 3 and a K3 _ and _ are appropriate averages (Schurr and McLaren)_
designated by k 3 and Km respectively.
With the gel spheres it is necessary to allow also for the
possibility of an equilibrium partition of the free enzyme between the
bulk phase and the gel phase and appropriate average values for the
is given by K--gin/_ where _ = Eg/E is the equilibrium constant fcr
the partition of unbound enzyme between the outside solution (concentration
represent the same kinds of averages as k B and _ although the
fundamental constants employed are those characterizing a gelatin
molecule in the gel. It was found that the rate constants for
dissociation of the enzyme-substrata complexes to hydrolysis products
were essentially the same for both solution gelatin and spheres from
(13)
, 15.
16 ° C to 24.5 ° C. This implies that the substrate structure in the
gel has a negligible influence on the reaction rate once the enzyme
forms a complex with substrate.
By contrast, the Michaelis constant for the gel system is greater
than that for solutions below the swelling point of the gel, a
difference that disappears as the melting point of the gel is approached,
Table If. It was also concluded that KE is not appreciably greater
than unity, so the difference is actually due to the fact that _/K B
is greater than one below 27 °. Evidently ,the' spheres possess a
tertiary structure which must be disrupted to facilitate binding of
the enzyme and this structure vanishes as the melting point (28 ° + I)
of the gel is approached.
Gelatin spheres may also be chemically cross-linked by disulfide.
These spheres closely resembled the plain spheres in size and shape
and the visual (phase contrast optics) uniformity of digestion by
trypsin is unchanged. Such spheres can stand a temperature of i00 °
for more than an hour without melting and the presence of covalent
crosslinks reduces the susceptibility to digestion by trypsin and
subtilis In.
By contrast, cross linking a concentrated gelatin gel results in
a product ("Thiogel") impenetrable to trypsin. Thiogel can be digested
from the outside, however, if blocks are exposed to dissolved trypsin
(Tsuk and Oster). Under these conditions a cube of Thiogel with a
2
surface area of 9.6 cm was soaked in 200 ml of trypsin at a concen-
tration of up to 3.2 x 10-6 molar. This amount of trypsin, on close
Table II
Kinetic parameters for the hydrolysis of gelatin in sol and gel
states by trypsin (Schurr and McLaren).
spheres
Temperature
gkB
24.5 9.5 3.7
2O.O 4.7 2.7
16.0 _.I 3.1
melted spheres
29.5 16 3.7
24.5 II 2.8
2O.O 4.5 1.0
16.0 3.3 0.6
17.
packlng_ could cover as much as _D_OO0 cm _ of surface so g >> S
o o
and equation 7 should apply (Figure 3).
For much the same r_ason this equation describes the action of
elastase on elasten (Roberts and Samuel). Since one is dealing with
digestion at the surface of a macroscopic substrate particlej or
particlesj we reall;7 need a modified form of equation 7 in terms of
surface areas (McLaren, 1962).
Let the surface area of the particulate substrate, suspended in
2
a solvent containing enzyme, be A in cm /L and let a be the surface
of substrate occupied by enzyme. The rate of absorption is k (A - a_) _-
a
and the rate of desorDtion is kda. At equilibrium we have the
Langmuir sorption isotherm
= KLE/(I +mE)
where K L = ka/k d. K L is analogous to K-ira" We have little information
on the rate adsorption of enzymes on solids except that k is probably
a
faster In general than k 3 (McLaren and Peterson, 1965) and much
faster than k d for charged adsorbents. The basis for this treatment
is that "mass law" applies, i.e._ the adsorbate does not interact with
itself on the surface to form dlmers_ trimers_ etc. at high concentrations
so as to change the val_e _f kd, and the affinity of all surface sites
for the solute is the sa_e. At high values of E, a ------_A and rne
substrate may be said to be saturated. The Langmuir isotherm is a
special case of the Friseh isotherm for a stiff macromolecule. Certainly
18.
Figure 3-A. Variation of digestion rate, v i , in mmlhr 2 o£ a cube
of "Thiogel" as a function of enzyme concentration, Eo; c£ equation 7
(Data of Tsuk and Osier). The line represents the empirical equation
of Tsuk and Oster, namely v " 0.Th EO'42T. Figure 3-B. Reciprocal
O
plot of data in Figure 3-A; cf equation (16c).
/
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19.
the adsorption ,i _ "m-ncs on clays does n,_t follow equation (14) very
well and Fri, ,_ _...._eJ[ that the data axe mo_e faithfully represented
by equation (I_)
a/A _ _L E t(1- a/A)t (15)
where t i:_ the number of _o_ments or a macromolecule, all of which
are deposited on the surface. Thus _. initial slope of adsorption
can be d(a/A)/dE > KL as is observed experimentally (McLaren and
Peterson). We will continue to use equation (14) as an approximation
because the resulting rate equation (below) is cumbersome even in the
simplest case.
Let us assume that the velo_:ity of hydrolysis of the gel-solid
phase is v = k _Ea where Ea, the adsorbed enzyme, equals _a/AE and AE
is the area occupied per mole of adsorbed enzyme. Ea may be equal to
or less than the amount of enzyme substrate complex (not all adsorbed
enzyme may have all active sites in contact with susceptible bonds in
the _ubstrat-surfs _ ) Th_n, by equation 14 and the conservation
equation E = E _ E , we have (McLaren, 1963)
k'AKLE k'AEo k'EoA
V "- --" "-"
AE(I + T_LE) AE(E + _) + A AEE O + AE/K L + A - a
(16)
Note that in ex_, £_mcnts such as t:,ose of TsuP. and Oster, equation
(Ig"_ reduces to
-1)] =
v _= k'EoA/[AE(Eo+ KL -1]k"Eot_i[i:_o+ KL (16a)
20.
Equation (16a_i can be compared with equation (7); for both
situations enzyme is in excess of the available substrate and for
particulate substrate _e are interested in digestion at the surface.
A useful form cf equation 16a gives a reciprocal plot, viz.
i/v =
'" ) AE E
I AE ! i +
-+1 E
/ o o
(16b)
If Eo is large (i.e., £ _ Eo ) the intercept is AE/k'A , and the
slope intercept ql_otierit is (_i + A/AE). Any departure from
iinearity of a 1/v vs. _/E plot would indicate that the assumption
o
E % E is not c,,rrect (Thomson, J.F., 1964). Of course, if we also
o
know that A E >> _, equation 16b may be reduced still further to
I I A._. i + AE (16c)
with a slope intercept quotient of I/K L. In Figure (3-B) we can see
that onl *_ ,t the lowest enzy_._ cnce_trations do we have a departure
from the trend predicted b_ the equation.
Actually Tsuk and Oster suggested an empirical equation for
their experiment; _igure 3-A, which is of the form v = kE n . This
O
is a rough ap_r_:_mation for an equation of the form of equation 7
(McLaren and Petarson) although a geometrical interpretation has
b_en given t,_ the cxncnent n (Mclale_t, 1963), based on the Freunolich
adsorption isoth<_:m. For some examples the available adsorption data
is better represented by this isctnerm_ namely a/A = KE n , than by
that of LanFmuir (_iquation 14 abo_Te).
Walker and !lope _:_easured the ads_,rption of salivary amylase on
starch granules a:,_!fc_nd that the units enzyme adsorbed per gram of
starch could be _e.:,:'_'ed by 190 EO'6h
• • if ....e assume once again
that v = k'E , : _r _at__ equation becomem
a"
v = R',.,KEn
The initial v_loeity i_ proportional to the total surface area of all
suspended parti L_:::_b_t _ the enzyme concentration to a fractional
power. Althou_b t',,_sequation pr_a_o_°_____._h_,_ +-^-_,,-,,_of the rate data of
Walker and Hope for the _ligestion of starch, a closer fit is obtaired
by using n = O.SL_ (:_c_.aren_ 196j). This departure from simple
expectation can arise because of the probable surface mobility of
adsorbed enzyme on tho starch granules (McLaren and Estermann, 1956),
and the adsorption of onzyme on ,ntarch is not rapid compared to the
rate of hydroly;i; :o that equilibrium between dissolved and adsorbed
enzyme is never ql,i .,_reached. Also, the sites of adsorption of
amylase on sta_-h g_anules may include others besides those for which
t_e :mion of enzyme and substrate leads to a hydrolyzable complex.
W can only anticipate that the rate of hydrolysis will be proportional
to the surface area oi the substrate and to the amount of enzyme adsorbed
per unit of area. Further_ the reactive sites may be partly at cracks
or crev_zes on the granular rataer than on smooth surfaces_ which would
lead tc_ a value for n of less than 2/3 • Microscopic observations of
For surfaces_ edges, and poiats, the values of n are 2/3_ 1/,2 and 0
for geometrical reasons. With n = I we have the solubility
distribution isotherm for the distribution of a solute between two
immiscible solvents (Gyani, 1945).
(17)
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digesting sta_i, i _ _ranced stages indicates thls (Balls an_] Schwlmmer,
IO_g). It seem_ almc_c certain that in the experLments of Walker and
_._:_,_ cn]y a fr_ _! _ _-f _he total surface area , f the starch was covered
by enzyme; the ;o_,_i amount of enzyme was not enough for a monolayer
e_en if all wa_ adsorbed (McLaren, 1963).
Whitaker ( ) has studied the effect :_f enzyme concentration on
the rate of hydrolysis of cellulo_e and swollen linters. His results
are plotted in Figure 4: the data conforms to equation (17) with
n = 0.66 for cellulose and n = 0.77 for swollen linters. According
to theory, th_ l_tter value could mean that some penetration of
1,nters by enzyme ha_ taken place (McLaren, i_63).
A mor_ cor_plicated substrate is found in the form of bacterial
cell wall; the hydrolysis of killea Bacteria lactis aerogenes cells
by a proteolytic system from a scil Actinomyces also seems to be
reDresented by equation 17 (Muggleton and Webb_ 1952). Before lysis
,_nces the enzyme is adsorbed onto the cells.
Chitin _p_:]y-_-l---_ $-N-acetv!glucosamine) is able to sorb
lysozyme and chitina_e selectively and can undergo catalytic changes
in their pre:_,n_e. Lysozyme is also capable of depolymerizing cell-wall
mucopolysacch _i_e_ of some nicroor_anisms (Cherkasov, et al._ I_).
The coarse of actioa of lysoz_ can be followed by decreases in
vlscosity or tur_dity of substrate suspensions (Meyer and Hahnel, 1946)
Smolelis and Hartsell, io49). Reaction rates are highly sensitive to
• 23.
L
Figure 4. Digestion of cellulose and swollen linters by cellulase
(McLaren, Whitaker ).
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salt concentrations as is to be expected: ionic strength is not only
important to the action of an enzyme in general, Dut in this case
influences the binding to insoluble substrates (Smolell$ and Hartsell,
195e).
There are, of course, many natural situations having features in
common with the model systems discussed abo,_e. For example, an
"escape hatch" from the cocoon of the moth is established by the
hydrolytic action of an almost pure proteinase which the moth first
secretes and then dissolves by means of a solvent which maintains the
enzyme at optimum pH (Kafotos and Willlams_ 1964). Particulate food
matter ingested by cells via phagocytosis, foods in the alimentary
tract, and decomposition of plant litter and soil organic matter are
other instances which might be analysed in this way. Of course the
presence of organic solvents, emulsifying agents, exchangeable ions
and the co-action of other enzymes can influence the rate of digestion
of such substances as cell walls because such natural substrates
consist of complicated structures containing more than one kind of
polymeric material (Noller and Hartrell).
2. Action of enzymes on fats_ polymeric esters and other
nonporous substrates.
Another type of enzy_tlc process taking place in a heterogeneous
medium i$ the action of pancreatic lipase on emulsified triglycerides.
Schonheyder and Volquartz demonstrated that the actlvity of lipase on
emulsified trihe×anoyl glycerol depends upon the dimensions of the
liquid-liquld interface _ ). The complete picture was somewhat
complicated by the solubility of the substrate in water and therefore
Benzonanaand Desnuelle chose fats with longer acyl carbon chains
having negligable solubility. Hydrolysis was a function of the
numberof enzymemolecules adsorbed at the interface. In a series
of experiments c_ntalning particles of different size, it was shown
that v depends on the area at the interface and not directly on the
weight of the insoluble substrate. Lipase adsorption took place
according to the Langmuir isotherm.
In the treatment of Sarda and Desnuelle [ ) the data was
summarizedby the equation
v = VA/(A + Z )m
where V is the maximumrate and A is the molar surface concentration
in moles per 10.30 _ri. cm. of surface. This is of the form of equation 6
with substrate in excess and of the form of equation (16) if AEE << A.
For similar experiments Benzonana and Desnuelle report that enzyme
occupied but a few percent of the total surface.
The state of tkis enzyme at the surface is far from understood.
As with the thiogel trypsin experiments, we can suggest that k' = fk3
where f is the fraction of adsorbed enzyme in a Michaells-Menten
complex with substrate. Lipase may be able to withstand surface
denaturation - inactivation at oil-water interfaces. By contrast,
chymotrypsin loses it._ activity at an octadecane-water interface
r_
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(Ghcsh and Bull). As the adsorption of chymotrypsin is increased,
increasing the total er_zyme in the suspension, some of the enzyme
rctains its activity. These phenomena may be related to the fact
that chymotrypsin cai_ _eadily be crystalized from aqueous solution,
whereas fat splittin[ cnzymes resist crystallization. The latter
._aV h_ve a Ereater proportion of non-polar amino acid residues on
the exterior of molecules.
Desnuelle and ccworkers have pointed out that such parameters
as electric charges of emulsified particles may play a role during
digestion and that bile salts seem to influence the extent of
reuersibil_ty of _,_se adsorption at the interface. Such salts
stabilize iipase and cholesterol esterase from inactivation
(Desnuellej 1961); they are without influence on the action of
chymotrypsin at physiclogical concentrations found in the intestine
(Lippel and Olson).
For the digestion of tricaproin_ Wallach ( ) has found a
marked influence of detergent or. pH optima and K with rat adipose
m
tissue lipase. With a cationic detergent_ optimum pH = 7.5 and
rK = 0.006; with an anionic detergent pH = 6.6 and K = 0.0045; with
m m
a nonlonic detergent pH = _.9 and K = 0.002. Bangham has reported
m
that the substrates of phospholipases can be converted to anionic
or cationic forms by emulsification with appropriate surfactants.
If the phospholipase is rendered oppositely charged by pH manipulation,
hydrolysis rates of substrates can be increased. For an attack of
phospholipase _ on ieci_hinj it is essential that the substrate
particles carry a minimumnet negative zeta potential (Banghamand
Dawson). Evidentally, before the enzymecan hydrolyse micelles
(or high-pressure films) of phospholipids, the "."-etapotential at
certain points on the interface must be such that it assists the
enzyme to orientate at the surface so that its active center is in
a favourable position for hydrolysis (Dawson and Bangham).
The influence of variations of surface tension on the stability
and activity of enzymes (Shatoury) does not seem to have been studied
extensively _ith __mulsified substrates. A mobile liquid-liquid inter-
face can assist in denaturation of enzymes, as we have noted. Conversely,
a rigid solid-l_qu_d interface does not seem to lead to enzyme molecule
disorganization (unfolding) (Zittle, McLaren and Peterson) which explains
in part the success of solid adsorbents in the purification of enzymes.
Poly-_-hydroxybutyrate is a very insoluble substrate for an extra-
cellular enzyme from the soil organism Pseudomonas lemoignei. The
kinetics of hydrolysis of the polymer granules follows equation (16a)
very well; the rate of hydrolysis is proportional to the surface area
of the granules, to the amount of polymer initially present in the
reaction mixture and to the amount of adsorbed depolymerase (McLaren
and Delafield). A plot of I/v versus I/E is linear for three initial
o
c_'ncentrations of polymer, Figure 5. Furthermorej replacing the area
A by [S/D] 2/3, where D is density of the polymer, and integrating
equation Cl6a) one fi_ds that SI/3 is a linear function of digestion
2B.
Figure 5- Digestion of poly-_-hydroxybutyrate particles by the
depolymerase of P. lemn_el.
m
A. Plot of equation _It,a)
B. Note that the reciprocal form of equation 6 does not apply to
this insoluble su_strate.
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time with expected ratios of slopes z_sl/3/d_t for five different
total enzyme concentrations examined.
Another pseudom,_nad enzyme, cell free, has been shown to etch
single crystals of napathalene in the presence of niacin adenine
dinucleotide as cofactc. (Thomas et al.). The etched pits were
flat-bottomed :_nd hexa_ hal in shape and all of the same crystallographic
outline. This _as explained in terms of an anisotropy of reaction
rates for the napthalene lattice.
3- Action of enzymes in coac_rvates.
In addition to the action of enzymes on coacervates, a few papers
have appeared on enzyme action within synthesized coacervates, it is
|,eliev_d that such _....]ies may be useful models with which one ray
discover propertie_ of enzymes the counterparts of which occur in
living tissues (Oparin, et al., 1957).
One can, in principle, incorpor_ite enzymes in coacervate droplets
in order to mimic similar situations in protoplasm. Such droplets have
been studied without an external membrane, although membranes can be
added (Bungenberg de Jong, 1949). Coacervates formed from certain
components can exist only within relatively narrow limits of pH and
success can be assured only if this pH range includes an enzyme with
a pH optim_n near or in this region. Amylase action has been studiea
in a coacervate consisting of starch, protamine and gelatine; tae
products, amylc:dextrins, arythrodextrins and eventually achrodextrines
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remainel in the dr _,iets. By comps_ison the activity of an_ylase was
less in the coacer_ate than in solution. Presumably mobility of both
enzyme and macro-mc, lecular substrate are reduced by the macroscopic
v[scosit_ of the coacervate per se (McLaren2 1963). Further, the
concentration of re,lucing sugar products was _reater in than out of
the droplets. I_ q a clear-cut example cf _,e influence of
structure on the n,_ture of the process.
Similar e::periments with bacterial catalase and hydrogen
peroxi,de reve_ ed that enzyme acti_:_ty was cot fined to the droplets
and that there was pra_,tically no enzyme in the equilibrium fluid.
4. Action of enzymes on adsorbed substrates.
In soil (Skujins, 1967) and for some industrial processes,
including sewage disposal_ high molecular weight substrates are
adsorbed on sands and clays (Brock, 1966). Protein adsorbed cn
clays is readily digested by proteolytic enzymes (llcLaren_ 1954_ and
iL was shown that this takes place by the formation of an enzyme-
substrate complex in the adsorbed state (McLaren_ 1955).
Rate measurements can be made provided the adsorbed protein is
not readily detached from the clay and provided the hydrolysis
products are readily liberated from the surface. The first may be
achieved by adding a heat-denatured protein_ with a high isoelectric
point (such as lysozyr _ _o the negatively charged clay and the latter
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by having dilute salt present as an eluting agent. Protein adsorption
takes place partly by ion exchange and partly by non-ionic (hydrogen
bonding?) bonding (McLaren_ 1954). Proteolysis of the adsorbed
complex by chymotrypsin occurs at about two-thlrds of the rate
obtained with an equivalent mixture of enzyme and substrate in
solutiou in the absence of clay. Evidently adsorbed enzyme has a
mobility about the surface of the adsorbant. The molecular weight
of an enzyme i_ high and its diffusion rate is slow; consequently
attachment of an enzyme to a surface should not drastically reduce
a reaction rate if the substrate is soluble (Schurr, 1964). If the
substrate is also adsorbed on a surface one or the ocher must have
surface wobility and in the abo_Te described system it was shown tha_
the enzyme has a slow but measurable mobility (McLaren and Esterman ,
1956).
Prctein substrates can also be absorbed between the sheets of
expanding lattice type clay minerals_ such as montmorillcnite; this
leads tc an increase in d(OOl) crystallographic spacings of the cl_v.
In fa_t, the increase can be used as a caliper for the size of protein
molecules (McLaren and Peterson, 1961_ and the subsequent decrease
following protelytic digestion can be used to follow enzyme action.
For example a certain bentonite clay has a spacing of IIA. With
absorbed protein the spacing is increased to 4_ A. Following
digestion by enzyme_ of Pseudomenas sp. the spacing decreased _a I_A
showing that the bacterial enzymes can also penetrate the cl_y mineral
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lattice. Incidentally, lignin and sillcagel as well as clays reduce
the velocity of digestion of protein (Estermann et al., 1959)-
Since clays, being acidic colloidal particles, have surfaces I0
to I00 times more acid than a suspending medium at, say pH 7, i.e.
zZpH = 1 to 2 (Harter and Ahlrichs_ 1967), one would expect a shift
in pH optimum for an enzyme acting at the surface. This has been
found (McLaren and Estermann, 1957) and several other examples are
now known. Cc_Isider, for example, the shift seen in Figure 2 for the
action of chymotrypsin on adsorbed heat-denatured lysozyme; as
already stated, it is about 2 units. The difference in pH between
the surface of the subs trate molecules in solution and that of the
substrate or kaolinite may be calculated from the data in Table I.
With pH b = 8.05_ pHs for the surface of the substrate in solution is
9.4. For kaolinite covered with substrate, zlpH = 0.54 at an ionic
strength of 0.05. Thus the effective pH at the surface of lysozyme
molecules in solution is 9.4 whereas on kaolinite it is about 7-5-
The zeta potential measurements serve to show that there should be a
pH difference for optimum activity of chymotrypsin on adsorbed and
unadsorbed lysozyme of about 1.9 units. Similar results have been
found with this enzyme and substrate combination and bentonite
(McLaren and Peterson, 1965).
The zeta potential values and zZpH for these systems should be
reduced upon the addition of salt. Addition of salts causes elution
of enzyme from the clay_ however, thereby obviating the experiment.
This approach to the problem has been successful under conditions in
which the enzyme remains fixed to the carrier (Katchalski et al.), and
will be discussed below.
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Other examples of zlpH for enzymes are listed in Table III.
Trurnit carried out a thorough study of the action of chymotrypsin
on three double layers of bovine serum albumin adsorbed on microscope
slides pretreated with stearate. After adding enzyme to the liquid
phase it was adsorbed onto the substrate2 or removed substrate from
the solid support_ depending on buffer concentration and pH. The
velocity of digestion was related to the enzyme concentration by an
equation of the form of (I?) with n = 2/3. He added_"this type of
function should be expected if the enzyme concentration at the inter-
face were a simple geometric function of the bulk concentration" (1953) .
The apparent activation energy (Arrhenius coefficient) for the system
was about half that known for similar reactions in homogeneous solution
of substrate_ but it could not be concluded whether this was due to
the denatured state of the adsorbed substrate or to interfacial
forces. This problem will come up again in experiments on enzyme-
substrate-fibers where it will be shown that surface denatured and
heat denatured forms of a protein substrate are not the same physically
or chemically_ and 3 therefore_ such differences in kinetic quantities
cannot be explicitly related to Interracial forces.
In the reactions described with clays above_ it is known that the
rate of adsorption of enzyme on to substrate coated clay particles is
rapid compared to the rate Df digestion in agitated suspensions. In
fact_ a complex of clay-substrate-enzyme reacts about as fast as does
a complex of c lay- subs trate to which enzyme is added. Unlike the
conditions used by Trurnit_ surface areas of adsorbent and enzyme
concentrations were relatively high. In these experiments_ including
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Table III
Shifts in pH optima (A pH) for enzyme action on carriers. An increase
in pH optimum over that in solution is designated by +. A pH tends
toward zero with increase in ionic strength.
Enzyme Car rier Subs trate A pN Re ference
Aminoacylase
Chymotrypsin
DEAE-cellulose
Kaolin
acetylmethionine -0.5 to -i.0 Tosa, 1967
Ficin carboxymethyl- BAEE
cellulose
Invertase DEAE-cellulose sucrose
Phosphatase kaolin
Ribonuclease
Urease bentonite urea
Chymo tryp sin carboxymethyl-
cellulose
cation exchange
resin
Chymotrypsin bentonite lysozyme
acetyl tyrosine
naphthylphospha te
ribonuclic acid
2 McLaren and
Estermann
2 McLaren and
Peterson
O Mitz and
Summakia,
1961
0.3 Hornby et
al, 1966
-2 Suzukietal_
1966
0.7 Ramirez and
McLaren,
1966
0 Burnett
and Bull
0.6 Durand
lysozyme
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those with preadsorption of enzyme, we would expect the rate to be
given by the equation vi _ k'E and the amount of product by
a
P = k'Eat. This is observed (McLaren and Estermann, 1956) at values
of adsorbed enzyme low as compared with the amount of adsorbed
substrate. The model system of Trurnit has been analysed for
experiments with stirring (Trurnit 1954), based on the Nernst theory
of reaction kinetics in heterogenous systems: if the reaction at the
interface is rapid a_ compared to the diffusion through the adherent
layer, interracial reactions as a whole are governed by diffusion.
Under his conditions he showed that the amount of adsorbed enzyme
E = k E t, where k is now D/d, the ratio of D the diffusion
a a o a
coefficient and d the thickness of the undisturbed layer of solvent
next to the surface. The amount of reaction product is therefore
p
k'k
a E t2
0
2
Both rate measurements were established by experiment, Fig. (6).
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Figure 6
Adsorption of chymotrypsin on stearate coated glass, upper curve, and
digestion of bovine serum albumin multilayers by chymotrypsin, lower
curve. Ordinate, thickness of layers, is a measure of the amount of
protein at the solid-liquid interface. Trurnlt.
Upper curve equation: E
a
lower curve equation: S
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Figure 6
Adsorption of chymotrypsin on stearate coated glass, upper curve, and
digestion of bovine serum albumin multilayers by chymotrypsin, lower
curve. Ordinate, thickness of layers, is a measure of the amount of
protein at the solid-liquid interface. Trurnit.
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B. Action of insoluble enzymes on soluble and insoluble substrates.
Water insoluble derivatives of enzymes have been prepared by
physical adsorption onto colloidal particles (Stone, 1955; McLaren,
1955; Mitz, 1956; Purnett and Bull, 1959; Nikolaev and Mardashev,
1961; Nikolaev, 1962), by entrapment of enzymes in insoluble matrices
of cross linked polymer (Bernfield and Wan, 1963), by cross-linking
of an enzyme by a bifunctional reagent (Quiocho and Richards, 1964),
and by chemical attachment of enzymes to reactive polymer (Bar-Eli
and Katchalski, 1960, 19o_; Cebra et al. 1961 ; Mitz and Summaria,
1961; Manecke, 1962 ). They have been studied
as models for some intracellular enzymes
and for analytical procedures in chemical analysis (Hiks
and Updike, Bauman et al.). This has become an active field (Katchalski,
1966), and some properties of these systems will be discussed in detail.
A related topic, the activity of soluble enzymes in presence of
soluble polyelectrolyees, has been reviewed (Mark and Morawetz, 1960).
It is significant that most adsorbed enzymes can be eluted in
active form (Sober and Paterson, 1957; Schwimmer and Pardee, 1953;
James and Augenstein, 1066) and adsorption by glass is much like that
with clays. Work with clays is intere_ting because of the great
versatility in surface area and properties available. Cation exchange
resins have also been used; adsorbed ribonuclease on Dowex-50 shows
no _pH, however (Table III). The difference in pH between that of the
surface of a negatively charged substrate molecule in solution
(ribosenucleic acid) and that of the substrate on a negatively charged
surface is expectedly small and so is _pH.
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i. Properties of enzymes adsorbed on clays, glass and polymers.
A simple example of the action of an enzyme on a soluble substrate
is that of urease, adsorbed on clays, on urea. This was investigated
in a superficial way by Pinck and Allison (1961), who worked in a pH
range where no adsorption of enzyme is really to be expected (McLaren,
19_3). The problem was reinvestigated by Durand (1962) who found that
bentonite reduces th_ reaction velocity and that a shift in pH optimum
for urease occurs following adsorption (Table IV). Because ad_orpti_n
alone should not greatly affect the reacticn rate, since the rate of
encounter of urea with enzyme is not greatly reduced (Schurr, 196 ),
we can rationalize the reduced rate by suggesting a covering of active
sites on some enzyme molecules by the clay surface.
Similar results have been reported by Ramirez and McLaren for
acid phosphatase, adsorbed on kaolin, that is a reduction in hydrolysis
rate of 75 percent and a shift in pH optimum (Table III). Similar
systems were studied earlier (Mortland and Gieseking, Kroll and Kramer),
but comparisons in reaction rates did not take into account the Z3pH
phenomenon (McLaren) as it had not been discovered.
Catal_se is active on a cellulose anion exchange (Mitz, 1956); it
is about TO percent as active as soluble catalase. It can be eluted
with other proteins and carbon dioxide can dissociate such insoluble
proteln-cellulose ion-exchange derivatives (Mitz and Yanari, 1956).
Aminoacylase has been studied in the presence of many adsorbents.
Only partial adsorption was found with activated carbon and aluminum
oxide and none with silica gel and anion-exchange resins. DEAE-sephadex
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A-50 and DEAE-cellulc._;e _,_re strong adsorbents (Tosa et alo, 1966a),
and adsorbed enzyme was as high as 86 percent as active as soluble
enzyme. Adsorbed enzyma could be eluted w_th (i.3 _i sodium acetate
(Tosa et al., 1066b).
DEAE-cellulose columns have also been prepared with adsorbed
enzyme and suitable solvable sub_trates could be hydrolysed on passage
(Tosa c[ _. 1966b).
through them /_ 7his technlque has also been used with protease
on clays (Skujins, et al., 1959). As might be expected, the pH
optimum for the DEAE-callulose-aminoacyl_se system was shifted toward
the acid side of the optimum of soluble enzyme (Table ill)(Tosa et al.,
1967). The complex has a higher heat stability than the native enzyme
and exhibits a lower Arrhenius activation energy (6_700 cal/mole) than
found with free enzyme. (ll,lOO cal/mole). Thus, complex formation
amounts to the synthesis of a new enzyme, with altered kinetic
constants, Table IV. Invertase has also been studied on DEAE-cellulose.
It exhibits a Z_pH of 2 and a maximum activity of about half that of
free enzyme. Heat stability is somewhat reduced (Suzuki, et al., 1966).
Earlier_ it had been shown that catalase (Mitzj 1956) and
asparaginase (Nikolaev and Mardashev, 1961; Nikolaev, 1962) can be
adsorbed on Ion-exchange celluloses and that ribonuclease adsorbs
to ion-exchange resins (Barnett and Bull, 1959; Mkrtumova, M.A.
and Deborin, G.A., 19_2). The soil contains a vast number of enzymes,
some of which may be active in the adsorbed state and some in a
/
covalently bound state with soil humus. In any case they are largely
unextractable by any known means (SkuJins, 1967).
A locus effee_ has long been known for the difference in reaction
rates of inverta_e on sucrose in the presence of clays and soils (Joslynj
1966). A differed. _ i L _ydrogen ion concentration of soll particles
and that of soil _;ol.J;_c_._has been demonstrated by sucrose inversion.
2. Properti:e_ ._f covalently bound enzy_e_
a. Bound.enz_rmes in suspension.
Levin et al. ( ) prepared insoluble trypsin by reaction wi_h
copolyethylenemaleic anhydride. Reaction in_oived non-essential e-amino
groups and the resulting polymer-trypsin derivatives (P-T) were about
half as active toward benzoylarginine ethylester (BAEE) as was free
trypsin. On the other hand_ the polymer chain network tended to
exclude protein substrates such as casein and the reactions were lesser
the greater the carrier-to-protein ratios (20:1 and 1:3). With heat
denatured lysozyme as a substrate somewhat different peptide patterns
are found with P-T as compared with free trypsin which suggests that
a modified specificity has been superimposed on the bound trypsin
molecules when acting on a high molecular-weight substrate. This
observation may explain the results of SkuJlns and McLaren_ who found
such differences with subtillsin and Bacillus Subtilis adsorbed on
kaolinite.
A low molecular weight (9_0OO) inhibitor can penetrate P-T
complexes whereas a high molecular weight inhibitor (soybean trypsin
inhibitor) cannot. Thus_ STI inhibits the same P-T sites as are
reached by the substrate casein but not all those reached by BAEE.
Such P-T preparations are more stable to heat than free trypsin and
retain some activity even in 8 M urea. Evidently the trypsin
molecules are permanently separated by the gel as autolysis is also
blocked.
These preparatlon_, particularly those of high carrier protein
ratios showeda shift o_ i,H optimum of as m_chas 3 units, at low
ionic strength, Zigure 7 (Goldstein et al.). This is as expected
for trypsin embeddedin a gel of negative charge (K at 4.35 and 7-5
for the free gLl were noLed), and the optimum returns to nearly
that for soluble trypsin as the ionl_ strength is increased toward 2.
That is, at high ionic strength the _nfluence of a negatively charged
ionic cage on the hydrogen ion concentration about a trypsin molecule
is reduced. No displacement in the pH-activity curve of this type
was found for derivatives in which the carrier is non-charged.
Goldstein et al. studied a P-T derivative consisting of 16._ mg
protein/IO0 mg dry weight in greater detail ( ). It was found,by
comparison, that acylztion alone (i.e., acetyltrypsin) produces a
shift in pH optimum toward alkaline pH cf over a unit, but this shift
is not reduced by the addition of NaCI. By contrast, about 2/3 of
the L3pH of the P-T derivative can be deleted by adding salt,and at an
ionic strength of i the pH activity curve is much like that of
acetyl-trypsin (with or without salt).
With benzo_larginine amlde (BAA) as substrate the apparent
Michaelis constant for the P-T-BAA system was only 0.2 x 10 -3 (_ = O.G4)j
i.e., much less than K for the trypsin-BAA system, namely 6.9 x 10-3
m
(_ = O.01_) Figure 8 (Goldstein). On adding salt Km increased to
5.2 x I0 "3 for P-T, but no marked change in K was noted for trypsin
m
in solution. Qualitatively, "an enzyme bound to a charged polyelectrolyte
acting on a substrate of opposite charge (BAA)) will reach the limiting
rate_ Vmax) at lower bulk concentrations of substrate than those
recorded for the corresponding unbound enzyme". The apparent Michaells
constant of the bound enzyme will therefore be lower than that of the
free enzyme. From the expression
_pH = 0.43_/kT
and the data from the Figure 7 (Fig. 1 of Goldstein) for P-T we have
the effect of ionic strength on the average electrostatic potential
in the neighborhood of the enzyme molecules in the gel phase) Table V.
These values of _ are those to be expected for polyelectrolyte gels
of the type ethylene-maleic acid and polymethacrylic acid_ so here again
we see that the enzyme can be used as a molecular electrode for
characterizing the mlcroenvironment. One would also expect to find
that certain enzymesj the activity of which depends on the redox
potential) could be used in a similar way to measure the oxidizing or
reducing potential within a gel as well.
These displaced pH-activity curves of enzymes can be just as well
explained by assuming a change in the ionization potential of the
imidazole groups at the enzyme active site caused by the electrostatic
field of the molecular environment surrounding the bound enzyme_
/
incidentally. Either model of course leads to identical free energy
terms (Goldstein et el., 1964; Schurr_ 1964; ChattoraJi and Bull2 1959).
- h2b
Figure 7
pH-Actlvlty curves for trypsin and polymer trypsin derivatives at
different ionic strengths with BAEE as substrate (Goldsteln et al._
Figure i, 1964).
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Table IV
A comparison of some kinetic constants for soluble and insoluble enzymes.
Carrier
Enzyme Subs trate K Re ference
m
Aminoacylase DEAE-cellulose Acetylmethonine 0.004
none 0.006
Tosa et al.,
1967
Flcin carboxymethyl-- BAEE 0.002 Hornby et al,
cellulose 1966
none 0.02
Hexokinase mitochondria ATP O.OO5 Li and Ch'ren,
1965
none O.OO13
Papain co-polymer BAEE
peptide
O.O19 mole/L. Silman et al.,
1966
none O.O19 mole/L.
Trypsin maleic acid- BAA 0.002 Goldsteln et al.,
ethylene 1964
polymer
none 0.007
At _ = 0.04; on adding salt the value approaches that for trypsin.
- J*5.
Table V
Effect of Ionic Strength on the pH-Actlvity Profile of Bound Trypsin.
(Goldstein et al.)
A pH
volts
0.006 2.4 O. 15
0.01 2.0 0.12
0.2 1.3 0.08
l.o 0.4 0.03
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Incidentally, whether or not L_pH is considered to be a measure
of the difference of concentrations of hydrogen ion in and out of the
gel phase or of the activity depends on the conventions used (McLaren
and Babcockj 1959; Goldstein et al., 1964). Goldstein uses activity
terms in discussing the hydrogen ion but switches to concentrations
in discussing the distribution of substrate between the solution and
gel phase. The Michaelis-Menten equation for solution
v = (s)I[K+ (B)]
is modified for enzyme action in the gel phase. It is written by
Goldstein et al. as
v = %ax(S)/[%e -z¢'_'/kT + (S)]g
on the assumption that the true K is the same in either phase and
m
that the distribution of charged substrate between the gel phase and
3£_/kT The experimental _
the external solution is given by [S]g = [S]e
-ze_/kT
apparent K = K e . z is the number (positive or negative)
m,g m
of charges e on the substrate and k is the Boltzmann constant. A
comparison of K and K is an alternate way of finding _.
m m,g
may also be calculated from the theory of polyelectrolyte gels
(Katchalsky et at., 1954); agreement with _ calculated [A. Katchalsky,
N. Shavit, and H. Eisenberg (195_)] from the enzyme-kinetic data is
very close and we may conclude that k is about the same in or out of
m
the gel. In addition we may infer that k3 is also the same for both
T and P-T systems.
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Incidentally, the surface pH of micelles has also been _tuc_[e_
with indicator dyes (Mukergee) and that of clays with adsorbed
organic acids coupled ,_ith infrared spectroscopy (Harter).
Lowey et al. (1967) have used a P-T derivative to study the
action of trypsin on myosin. With the water insoluble derivative the
total number of peptide bonds available for enzymatic hydrolysis is
markedly reduced, qoluble trypsin converts myosin into a large
fragment (an ATPase) and a small onej the meromyosins. High
concentrations of trypsin degrade the large fragment into small_
globular subunits and a great deal of peptide material and non-protein
nitrogen. The P-T derivatlve_ by contrast_ cleaves the large fragment
under mild conditions with little loss of non-protein nitrogen_ a
feature which Should be of value in the structural analysis of
myosin to come.
By now a number of related systems have been prepared and for
some of these kinetic constants have been obtained, Table VI.
Silman et al. report four water-lnsoluble papain derivatives
prepared by three methods_ namely_ by covalent binding to a water-
insoluble diazonium salt derived from a copolymer of p-aminophenyl-
alanine and leucine_ via binding to an insoluble preparation of
collagen with bisdiazobenzidine-22 2'-disulfonic acid_ and by self
crosslinking with bisdiazobenzidine. The copolymer derivative had
a lower heat stability than that of native enzyme ( ).
28.
Chymotrypsin and trypsin have been coupled with insoluble dextran
(Sephadex) via a treatment with isothiocyanate and a reduction of
activity was attributed to steric hindrance. This hindrance was
most marked with amylase: evidently the substrate, starch, never
makes contact with active regions of the enzyme (or else the active
site is deactivated by the linking reaction) (Axen and Porath, 1966).
Insoluble trypsin has been prepared by reaction with glutaraldehyde
and by conjugation with aminoethylcellulose, also with the aid of
glutaraldehyde (Habeeb, 1967). The cellulose derivative was 56
percent active as trypsin toward casein. A decrease in enzyme
activity has also been observed with insolubilized urease (Riesel
and Katchalski, 1964 ).
Cellulose reprecipitated from Schweizer's reagent is useful for
the preparation of highly active, insoluble trypsin, chymotrypsin,
and ribonuclease and cyanurcellulose is a useful intermediate. The
altered properties of these insoluble enzymes are in the direction of
reduced activity, reduced temperature stability and increased storability
(Surlnov and Manoilov, 1966). Chymotrypsin has also been insolubilized
with carboxymethyl cellulose azide and the product has an increased
heat stability. A derivative which had a tendency to swell in
suspension was more active than a derivative that did not show this
property. There appeared to be no shift in the pH optimum (Mitz and
Summarla, 1961).
Mitz and Summarla were evidently
of interesting properties of such systems. Insoluble trypsin and
the first to uncover a number
chymotrypsin (carboxy_ethylcellulose) derivatives are more active on
the smaller peptides as comparedto protein substrates and are not
inhibited by blood in_it_i_or, both of which suggest a locus effect.
The trypsin derivative gives a controlled chymotrypslnogen to
chymotrypsin conversion from which the product is uncontaminated by
trypsin. Insoluble diazobenzylcellulose derivatives of rlbonuclea_
and chymotrypsir were not very active.
Hornby et al. (196_) have used the procedure of Mitz and Sumnmria
to chemically attach ficln to carboxymethyl cellulose. The derivative
shows a _pH of c__a0.3, with BAEE (and none with casein as substrate)_
a value which decreases with ionic strength. Such a small value and
tendency have been overlooked in the work of Mitz and Summaria. The
derivative had only about I0 percent of the free esterase activity of
ficin_ but the product is stable for months, and has a greater heat
stability than native enzyme. The derivative revealed only about 5_
of free ficin activity as a pr0tease. This was shown not to be due
to loss of a vital SH group during coupling. The insoluble enzyme
was less dependent on cysteine for activation than the free enzyme.
As may be seen in Table lV_ the apparent K value for the ficin
m
derivative is less than with free ficin. Benzoylarginlne ethyl ester
#
is positively charged in the range of enzyme actlvlty_ and should be
attracted to the carrier exchange sites electrostatlcally with a
resultant increase in kI and a decrease in k2. Once the enzyme
substrate complex is formed it can react to produce a zwitter ion
and an alcohol_ neither of which is attracted by the derivative, so
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k3 should not b_ ai_fere_t in these homogeneousand _eterogenecus
systems.
Insoluble trypsia a_d ribonuclease have also been prepared by
coupling with carboxymethylcellulose hydrazlde by Epstein and Anfinsen
(1962). Complete reduction of the trypsin derivative with urea and
mercaptoethanol followed by reoxidation resulted in recovery of
percent of the original activity. The corresponding figure for
ribonuclease activity was 40 percent.
Diazotized polyaminopolystyrene has been used to insolubilize
pepsin, diastase, carboxypeptidase and ribonuclease (Brandenberger
1956). Grubhofer, N. and Schleith, L., 1953, 1954).
b. Boundenzymes in columns.
Once it had been found that enzymes are quite active on adsorbents
and other polymeric carriers, it was obvious that systems had become
available for obtaining reactions in columns and from which reaction
products could be readily separated without contamination by enzyme.
Clay-bacterial enzyme columns have been studied as an analogue of soil
(Skujins et al.) and the enzyme activity of lichen cells entraped in
acrylamide gels has been recorded (Mosbach and Mosbach, 1966).
Reaction kinetics in columns have been reviewed (Malek and Fencl).
Solutions can be continuously passed through columns of adsorbed
enzyme, and the choice of carrier is great (positive, negative
zwitterionic and neutral adsorbents and chemically binding gels and
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solids). The simultaneous role of enzyme-carrie r and chromatographic
separation in such columns allow one to separate reactants and
products, and in pr_nriple, to give very high yields, even greater
than those obtainable in equilibrium homogeneous systems. Hornby et
al. ( ) reports yields of 19-99 percent for the hydrolysis of BAEE,
depending on flo_ rgtes.
On passing through a trypsin column, poiylysine was converted to
lyqinean_ di-, tri- end tetralysine was converted to lyslne and di-_ Lri,
and tetralvsine. Protamine and oxidized insulin give normal tryptlc
digests (Bar-Eli and Katchalski, 1960).
Small amounts of enzyme can be used over and over without much
loss in activity which is delightful if the enzyme is precious
(Mosbach and Mosbach). A flavoprotein D-oxynltrilase combines with
a cellulose-based ion exchanger to form an active, stable catalyst.
Columns of the catalyst have been used for the continuous synthesis
of D-(_-hydroxynitrites from aldehydes and hydrocyanic acid. The
products can be prepared in kilogram quantities with milligram
quantities of enzyme (Becket and Pfeil).
Bernfield and Wan nave i.mmobillzed chymotrypsin and trypsin in
acrylamide gels. Of c_,=-_e research and analy._;es with columns can
be mechanized and automated, and gels of enzyme can be handled in
the ferm _Jf p_rticles, blccks_ Rtrings, rods, coatings and tub_s,
all containing t_a se_ amount cf enzyme per unit volume of gel.
Glucose oxidase and l_c_c dehydrogenase activity in polyacrylamlde
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gel have been controllc_d in this matter (Hicks and Updike, 1966).
The apparent K for _L:. dehydrogenase system was higher in the gel thai_
m
in free solution, wh_c_ :ay reflect a reducti_:n in kI owing to a reduced
{diffusion limi _:_I)rate of combination o_ enzyme and substrate in thp
_el.
Chlorine esterase has been immobilized with a starch matrix on
a urethan foam pad (Bauman et al._ 1965; Gulbault and Kramer_ 1965).
The activity can be monitored electrochemically or fluorimetricallyj
depending on the substrate.
3- Bound enzymes in films and membranes.
We have thus far encountered a number of examples of extra-cellular
digestion. Solids ingested by phagocytosis and perhaps transient
subcellular particles such as fat globules and starch granules are
subject to intra-cellular digestion_ doubtless by nearly identical
mechanisms. In some cases enzymes are probably stabilized by micelles
(Ugolev_ 1955). A third consists of membrane-contact digestion (Ugolev,
1965).
As soon as we begin to encounter enzyme action in films_
mitochondrla, cell surfaces and the like we encounter in a dramatic
way the question of the meaning of concentration in volume elements
so small as to raise doubt about the adequacy of statistical averages
of numbers of molecules and ions (McLaren and Babcock). This in turn
raises questions about the validity of mass action_ equilibrlum_ steady
state assumptions, etc., when ions, particularly hydrogen, are
being formed or consumed, or local charges are altered in position
and numbers by virtue of reorganization of subcellular structures.
Mitchell (1967) has reviewed the kinetics of translocation of
biological membranes. One model that has been studied is of great
heuristic value. It is the action of an enzyme attached to a
semipermeable membrane. Goldman et al. prepared a papain-collodion
m_mbrane matrix by adsorption of papaln, followed by cross-linking
the papain with bisdiazobenzidine 3, 3'-disulfonic acid. Microscopic
examination of the film showed that the two outer layers contained
all the protein to a depth of 70_. With proper treatment the enzyme
could be attached to only one side of the film; with such a film,
activated with cysteine, dlffusion-reaction studies may be performed.
For ex°_- _'e, when permeability studies were carried out with BAEE on
the enzyme-free side, BAEE diffused through the film and only the
product BA emerged on the papain side. This is an example of vector
chemistry (Mitchell). Curiously, at pH 6 the papain membrane had
only about 5 percent of the activity of an equivalent amount of free
enzyme on BAEE but 40 percent of the activity on benzoylarginine
amide (BAA). The expected /3pH was observed with these systems with
BAA (Fig. 9) as substrate; the net charge of both productsl summed,
does not differ from BAA in the microenvlronment and the influence of
membrane charge is manifest (_pH = 2). The pH optimum for soluble
papain is at about 6 with both substrates, but in the film the
optimum appears to be _bove 9.6 with BAEE and is never reached. This
will-o'-the-wisp behavior can be accounted for qualitatively by
noting that the carLoxyl-group proton cannot be transferred to ethanol
in the way it can transfer to ammonia released from BAA and the increase
in hydrogen ion concentrations in the membrane during hydrolysis tends
to depress the activity of the papain. This depression can only be
counteracted by adding b_se. If the membrane is dried and powdered
to destroy some of its structure, a pH opCimum is observed, as pH 8
with BAEE. Further, the behaviour with BAEE approaches that with BAA
if high concentrations of buffer are employed, and calculations of
the hydrogen ion concentration in the membrane based on assumptions
of diffusion coefficients and Fick's law_ at low buffer capacity,
indicated that the internal value of hydrogen ion concentration could
be several orders of magnitude greater than in the external solution.
It should be pointed out that "not infrequently the addition of
either suspended solids or polymeric material to a homogeneous liquid
increases the diffusive transport rates of some third species in this
medium" (Metzner, 1965) and even the simple assumptions are subject
to doubt as to quantitative validity in structured media.
Membrane digestion occurs in yeasts_ microorganisms and plant
roots (Brown_ 1954), as already mentioned. It may be difficult
experimentally to localize the site of splitting of food-stuffs and
to be sure that a liberated, soluble enzyme is not involved as well
as a localized membrane-contalnlng enzyme (Ugolev, 1965). An existence
of a A pit locus effect is certainly indicative if the enzyme can be
Figure 9- Activities of crystalline papain and of a collodion matrix
papain membraneon the low-molecular weight synthetic
substrates BAEEand BAA(Goldmanet al. I_5).
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studied in both the surface and solubilized state. Other techniques
have been used including a) specific enzyme inhibitors that do not
penetrate cells (Pothstein and Meier, 1948; Ugolev), b) failure of
digestion to vary ',Tithvariation of external pH_ suggesting that the
process is intracellular, and c) histochemical localizations of
enzyme activity (e.g., Jensen). In the intestine many macromolecules
seem to be digested by membrane contact in addition to the occurrence
of such process in the bulk content of the gut. The problem of self
protection of living cells from such digestive processes is still
mysterious (Montagu, 1966); the subject of mammalian and plant tissue
cell surfaces has been reviewed (Weiss, 1962)(Miller, 1962).
A self-digesting membrane system, studied by Mazia and Hayashi,
is that of "fibers" of pepsin and albumin. These are actually folded,
compressed mixed monolayers of pepsin and albumin that have been
spread on a eangmuir trough (Mazia_Mazia and Hayashi). The films
under autodigestion when placed in buffer of low pH and the kinetics
has been partially analysed (Schurr and McLaren_ 1966; McLaren and
Babcock, 1961). Mazia and Hayashi compared the rates of action of
pepsin on ovalbumin in fibers with the rate on free) heat denatured
ovalbumin but it is probable that the substrate molecules do not have
the same chemical composition and molecular weight in both soluble
and insoluble forms, as Judged from both thermodynamic reasOning and
chemical tests (Schurr and McLaren, 1966). Since in the fibers the
usual concentration terms, such as moles per liter, are meaningless,
the mole fraction equations were used and the results were compared
with reaction in homogeneous solution. The assumptions were steady
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Figure I0 Plot of equation 8a and 9a for the action of pepsin on
ovalbumin in solution and as fibers (McLaren, 1962).
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state kinetics in both systems and that Bull and Currie's equilibrium
constants apply to both native and denatured ovalbumln. In Figure IO
are plotted the data in terms of the equations (8a) and (ga). By
equation (8a) the maximum velocity is v' = 0. II E for pepsin in
O
solution, and by equation (9a) v'/E " 0.09 in the fiber, which is
O
only a little less. However, the ratio of found rates in fiber and
in solution with Hazla's compositions is near 50 whereas the calculated
ratio is only 3.2. Either the assumed constants are not appllcable to
surface denatured ovalbumin, or the composition of heat denatured
ovalbumln {used by Mazia for comparison) and surface denatured
albumin are too different for comparison in an enzyme-substrate
reaction, or else the influence of "fiber" structure per se is profound.
All these reasons may be important and they serve to show that any
attempt to study enzyme reactions of a digestive nature in the llvln 8
cell at the present time, where the structure plays a part, will have
to solve such problems. Here locus effects extend beyond ambiguities
of concentration and diffusion to those of configuration; form becomes
equally as important as function (McLaren, 1960).
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B. STEADY STATE STUDIES OF NITRIFICATION IN SOIL:
THEORETICAL CONS IDERATIONS 1
Erhp Elrlck, Thomas and Corke (3) and Hacura and Func (8)
have outlined the methods for study of nitrification in 8oll and
have pointed out that a continuous flow method in an open system
is more closely related to fleld conditions than are batch or
reperfuslon procedures. Other ways for study Include the chemostat
in which the flow rate of a nutrient is determined by growth rates
of organisms (internal control) or by the low concentration of a
growth factor (external control) (11).
In columns of soils nitrifying organism can grows i.e.s
increase in number s after substrate is furnished to the column
untll a steady state, max/Jnua populatlon is reached (12). The
8oll can be incubated with substrate until thls population is
reached s followed by analysis of effluent from freshly perfualng
8ubstrate solution s or else the effluent can be analysed from the
very beginning. In the latter case organisms will grow and the
makeup of the effluent solution will continually change. In the
former s the relative amounts of products may remain constant_ i.e._
the makeup of the effluent can become time invariant and a steady
state pertains. In both cases the evidence suggests that the
maximum population continues to carry out nitrification with very
little multiplications except to replace those organisms that die s
but it is not known how the rate with a constant population compares
with those of a growing population on a per cell basis. It is
racoKnized that mutation can also take place during continuous flow (ll).
I Submitted for publication.
For the simple system depicted in FIg. 1, X have indicated a
series of consecutive reactions for nitrification in a column of
soilt including a transport of fluid into the column at a rate of
k cm/day. The enterin S fluid contains ammonium at an initial
0
÷)o •concentration (NH 3 Within the soil a_onium I8 transformed
to nitrite by Nitrosomoncm species at a specific ratep _s and
nitrite I8 oxidized to nitrate with a race constant, k2, by
Nitrobacter species. Finally, products and any unreacted a_onium
J • , .
exit. This is an idealized situation; a host of factors which
could modify the specific rates have been set aside. Some of
these factors are known and will be discussed later.
The specific rate constants, k 1 and k2, include the
concentrations of enzymes responsible for the respective reactions,
and these concentrations may be taken as proportional to the
numbers o£ respective organisms present. Consecutive reactions o£
tim (_/); however_ we will want to express concentrations as
functions of distance in a soil column, that is to say we have a
vectorial chemical reaction sequence.
MODELS
We can basin with the simple case in _hich the soil column is
treated with a solution of ammonium and allowed to stand without
glow until a maximum population of nitrifyins orsaniem8 has been
r_ached. [To avoid detail8 of Ionic elution, simultaneous reactions
6o
by other denizens in the column, etc., one could use glass beads
as the carrier (7) to simplify the model. By choice of ion
exchange beads, Ion e::change could be reintroduced to the model (/,7).
Fresh substrate solution is then leached through the column.
Although this solution enters the soil at a rate k _ the rate is
o
faster in the soil column since the water content is only of the
order of on_-fourth gram per cm 3. Let the flow rate in the soll be
X era/day. The flow rate, f_ in the soil is then Ek _ where E is an
o
expansion factor. Then X = ft ,, Ek t.
o
The r.te of disappearance of the ammonia, for a constant
amount of catalyst, is given by
d(N_4+)Idt - _ kI(_4 +)
and the variation in concentration with distance is
d(NH4+)Idx = --kI(_+)
where 9 is kl/Ek o. Similarly9 the rate of change of nitrite
conceatration is
d(NO2")/dt= kl(_ +)--k2(N02-)
d(NO2")/dX- 5._'m_*)- 5(N02-)
and
_h_ _-k2/Zko.
+
From these equations, the concentration of NH 4 at any distanc_
in the soil column is given by
-gx(%*) *" (%)o "
(i)
(2)
(3)
(_)
(5)
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The concentration of nitrite is given by
and
{N°3"_" {_+)o- [{_4÷)÷{_°2")]
(6)
(T)
Incidentally equation (5) can be applied to the reperfusion
situation by setting X equal to L_ the total length of the soil
column. If the solution is recycled once the concentration becomes
-%L+ ÷
and for n cycles
-n_L
-2KIL÷
= (_)o •
+ -0_:
" (_4) °o
Here _ = r_L, and r is the rate of cycling, n per day.
In order to plot equations 5-7, some numbers have been
arbitrarily chosen from the literature for illustration. From
Knowles et al. the growth rate constant for Nitrosomonas can be
i l , i |,
interpolated to be 1.43/day at 25 ° and that of Nitrobacter as 1.65/day_
and from experiments of Erhet al._ reasonable values are
k m 3.85 tin/day and E = 3.9 for a column i0 cm in diameter.
0
÷
(NH4)o is chosen as 100 ppm nitrogen. Further, we arbitrarily
take _ and k2 as numerically equal to the growth rate constants
simply for purposes of illustration of nitrification curves.
The relationships among these constants will be discussed below.
Values of nitrate, nitrite andanlnoniaas functions of distance of
travel in this hypothetical column of soil are plotted in Fig. 1.
In the general case_ additional features must be taken into
account. In a resting soil there will be an initial numerical
population of nitrifiers2 n I and n2t which begin to multiply
following entry of ammonium. The constants k I and k 2 are actually
_'(CI) and k2'(C2) respectively, where CI and C2 are enzyme
systems involved in the oxidations. These concentrations_ (C1) and
(C2) I may be taken as proportional to the biomasses, mI and m2,
of Nitrosomonas sp. and Nitrobacter sp. respectively. Furtherp
these blomasses are related to substrates by the Monod equations (7)_
namely
and
- dCNH4+)Idt 1 AdCm1)Idt
-- d(NO2")/dt - Bd(_)/dt
where A and B are proportionality constants. It is assumed_ of
course s that n 1 is directly proportional to m1 and n 2 to _. For
the 8rowth of Nitrosomonas sp. we write_ in the usual way ( @ )
C8)
(9)
71t
" %1o
and for Nitrobacter sp.
72t
m2 = mo2e
as first approximations for the initial increases in biomasses.
7 = 0.693/7_ where 7 is the mean generation time and is
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FIGURE I. Continuous flow of nitrogen in a soil column.
k° is the rate of inflow of ammonium, and k I and k2 are
the specific reaction rates for the chemical oxidations shown
at the top of figure. For a steady state of flow k is also
O
the exit flow rate. E N i is the sum of all forms of nitrogen
in the effluent and equals (NH4+)o in the steady state,
whereas the population is at a maximum, and nitrogen is no
longer being retained by the biomass. The horizontal
dashed lines give the compositions indicated at soil column
lengths of L = 20 cm and L = 40 cm. The nitrite concentration
is computed with equation (6).
Note that the near coincidence of concentrations of NO 2 ,
NO 3" and NH; at X = 11.6 cm is a coincidence for the values
of _ and 7 2 chosen and is not general. Also, the reaction
is assumed to be at about neutrality, whereas NHI.+ >>
NH 3 •
characteristic _>_ the species ( _ ), An _portant feature of 7,
however, is that it depends upon the concentration according to
a second Monod eau_tion, namely
and
"v
'1
7. (sR_")
1
I
_® (No2-)
2
72 - ,
K ÷ ")(s°2
for Nitrosomonas
for Nitrobacter.
7_ is the maximum growth rate constant at "infinite" (high)
subs,rate concentration, provided the nitrogen source is the
limiting nutrient (]1), and K is the corresponding _chaelis-
m
Menten concentration (the concentration at which the ratio
7/7m = 0.5), characteristic of the organism. The constants
÷
7=7. -
These relationships give, for the rate o£ disappearance o£
a_nonia_ from equation (1)
where
71t
-- d(NR4+)/dt = kl'_imol e
_' = kl'_imol and
71t. +.
¢_4.+) = '5.' " c_.)
_1 = Cl/ml"
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The situation is further complicated by the fact that the
population does not increase tndefinitelyp but rises to a maximum
value; at least the nitrification data from perfusion experiments
seems to indicate this ( ). Consequently_ we need growth equations
which will encompass this feature in place of equations (10) and (11).
Let: dn/dt = 7n(l- n/nmax)
where n is propor=io_l to the fraction of surface covered with
max
nttrifter at time t and n is the total number _nen the soil "surface"
max
is saturated with nitrifying organism. Integration of equation (13) for
each species leads to
n I =
and
n n
o 1 max 1
n +n
o 1 max 1
-71t
e
n n
o_ max_
n +n
o 2 max 2
-72t
e
if n.o << nmax. Note that for long. times n = nma x_ as needed.
For the non-steady state model the rate of disappearance of ammonium
nov becomes
- d(._+)/dt . k_1_(_ +)
provided that we ignore the small amount of nitrogen fixed as
_Lcrobial mass [A r orrect assumption ( )]. At some fixed time
we may write
(13)
(l_)
(15)
(16)
+
d (NH_+) KidX
i sm am. _ , ....
It _ (N_Xl/%l) •
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m kl'_l:¥.axl/Ek as in equation (2)0
Note that when m is reached, equation (17) becomes equation (2).
max
Upon ptt' -"r ._ integration, for any _iven time_ we obtain
amnonlum concentrations as a function of distance X in the column,
i.e._
_. + __ "_1 t(N_ 4 _ m (NH_)o e __ exp _X/[i + (mmx/m O) • ] /
This can only be a roligh approximation unless the flow rate is
fast compared to the growth rate. Otherwise the amount of catalyst
will vary as the ammonium passes any plane at X. A plot of
equation (18) at any time 2 and for relatively rapid flow_ will
simply be a curve similar to the ammonium curve of Fig. 1_ but
with a more shallow slope.
In general, as the ammonium front moves forwardj for a total
travel time T = X_/f , orgsnisms behind the front will be
stimulated to grow, and at any distance XtJ the time since the
solution reached that distance is T- t = (X T -Xt)/f.
Substitution of XT = L for the length of the column and (L -- X)/f
for the time that Nitrosomonas has had to grow from the commencement
of flow of an_nonia into the column into equation (17) and integratingp
we obtain as a general solution of the following equation:
dX
kI'si(_ +)_
-71(xz - x)/f)Ek I +Me0
(18)
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namely
. + +
_':_) - (._) °
X71
f
e II + M')
X71
-T-
(i +M'e
K_f
m
71
-vL
a,,
where M' m __ e and M is m /m .
max o I
Again, s_mply for purpose of illustration, we let 71 m kl ,
so that _f/Tl i_ unity. (This will generally not be the case,
but the important result of equation (19) is not altered by this
simplification.) Equation (19 thereby reduces to
I mml
f
e +Me
7I(L - x)
7I(L- x)
f
(lga)
for the variation of ammonium concentration within the column, and
for the concentration at the exit where X is L. The equation is
,,
plotted in Fig. 2 with M - 10 and L - 20 and _O cm. It is
important to note that as L becomes large in comparison with X s
for example L- i00 cm, equation (19a) becomes almost identical
with equation (5), both of which are plotted as the lower curve in
Flg. 2. (Here 71 = ki).
+
Note also that for X = O, (_) " (NH4)o' for X- L,
(_+) - (_+)o(l + M)I(_z_ + M_ a_,__o_ x - L - in£_.nlty,
(NH4 +) is zero. Further, in general from equation (I_)
_9
M mm
m - 1
max
m
c
::=d it follows that for M = i, _ = k'l_(i + l)m .
o
E_X
£
+
In Fi_. 2. the upper curve is a plot of (NH4 +) = (NH 4 )o e
showing thr cnurse of oxidation of ammonium if the population of
Nitrosomon_ j_ not ai]owed to multiply durin& _e--fusion_ for example
by means of r_dia_ion oz by the presence of _ growth inhibitor
deliberately adcod t_ the ammonium solution. Here M - O aud
= k' If - k'l_imol l_Immax/IO f-
The equation describln8 the path of the fluid flow front may
be had by se_ting L = X in equation (19) or (19a). For the special
ease of kI - 71 , equation (19a) becomes
+
(_)o
e(7/f) L +
'l+M M]
(19b)
It J_ _-,_awr as t_he ,_roken line in Fi_. 2 for M - I0 as before_
Equation (19b) is further instru=tive: if f is very large
compared with L, _here is no reduction of (NH_ +) with dlstqr;c_ and
if f is very s._ll, at any value of L the concentration of (NHh +)
falls toward zero.
.. m
Equations for the concentrations of NO2 and NO 3 as functiors
of X can in princi_xl be found by the procedure used for the first
model. Yhat is to sa_'_ for _he rate of chanEe of nitrite concentration
we write
a, o2 l/at = +) - ,
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where m_ is the blomass of Nicrobaccer species, and with the aid
of equation (19a)
d(NO2"_IX
r _
I_(N°2-) . l__(__"_f)ole-,1/f'x
72/f'X L Jl +
l_e
(2o)
-(_2/f)L
= = /E'k •
Here M_ H2 e and K2 k:_2mmax2 0
Even by letting _f/72 = i by analogy wlth the cransformatlon
o_ ,q_tlon,(19)to (19a).equation(2oa)require,a ,olutlonfor
which there is no standard indefinite integral, namely
(NO2") = I _(,/2)xxl'q2
t + _ ,('2/f)
dX
e (b'a)X + e -ax
(20a)
Here b = 721f and a = (72 - 71)/f.
Fortunately_ for purposes of illustratlon2 and without loss of the
plccure qualltaClvely_ under cercaln growth condlclons 72 If 7 i (b}.
Our integrated equation is then simply
[ "I[ I[_ ('_%,)o (7/f_x("02-) " 1 + "i "" X + f/7 lo8
" 71
For convenlen_e in plotting we make the ncL ,_nreasonabie assumpticn
_b.a_ FL _ M_ _,nd, with the values _f _ and M already chosen the
concentration _:_ nitrite leaving a column of length L - 20 cm as
a function of =ime (or of multiples of column le1_th L) are plotted
in Fi_. 3 with _he aid of equation (POb_.
For the limiting case when the column exhiblr_ rmxlmum growth
equation (2Ob) beck.---ass(2Oc) by setting L -=' ,
(:/f)x
(NO2") = K(_d_ )ox e"
and this e_uation is plotted as the lower curve in F_g. 2. Again
+
the concen=ration of {NO3- ) = (NH_)o " [(N'HA +) + NO2 ]' Fig. 3-
(_c)
DISCUSSION
The usefulness of these models will depend on how well they
predict the kinds of data reported in the literature. For the
mcdel_ _ufficient oxygen and a_xillary nutrlants (_0 cations and
salons) are sr_u=ed t_ be present so as not to be rate llmith_g.
In the literature concentraticn_ are measured in the effluent
whereas Figures I and 2 give the distribution of metabolites wi_hln
a coluu_n as well. Sometimes data has been reported as concentrations
as functi_n_ of total _Ime of flow through a column (e.g., Macura
a_ al. ) and sometime_ as multiples of pore volumes (Erh, et al. ).
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Preconditic:_ed ,.i-:I _ i.:_mn
Infloenc:: : _ _onstants B- eaua_' ;_' K_.., If " is much
greater than Ki, :'_:2 .I) , the concentration of n_trite is never-
very large ec::_red Ic (NH_+)o and quickly vanishes with distance, X.
Further, _N.3_ ) _: _enerally mur h less than (NO3") rYceFt at the
beRinnlnR _f :h_? vector reaction. On the other hand, with W < K_
the concentr_r -f ;,:9_')z can be much latter than (N03") at small
values of X and _=eat:r than (NH_ +) at larger values of X ( _.
The maximum "_aiue of [_:G2- ) _s given by
5
L-K,
iNC'2 ) +"
,nd the position of _.:ls maximum in the column can be found with
the aid of equations (6) and (20). By inspection of Fig. 1 it can
be seen that the relative concentrations of the three :_orms of
ni_ccgcn, NH_ +, NO D - and N0_- depend on the length oi: the co]:r,n
for a s_eady rate of flow. Since the po_ulatlon of nltz[fiers is
fixed _d maximal, the concentrations in the solution leaving
_he coh-nn will appear to be constanz at some value L_ i.e., the
column may =-e said _o be in a steady state. _-laese remarks might
p
pertain to a _oiu_ _: :n the following properties.
(2:)
a. _e -_l:r_m is izer=_ say cf quartz beads or resin bea5;
(,'0). Tb,-r__ is no ion exchange with i:he metabolltes, A column of
soil iS more compl_a:ed; it shcws an elutlon of ions with time as
+
can be expected as NH_ replaces other cations and nltlous and nitric
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ions replace _'oil _r.'L_.ns. Strictly speaking such replacements
will prevent a tru_ steady state from ever de_y_loplng in so far
as metabolis_._ J_:.e_:s on microenvircm_eneal ccmditlons of surfa:e
P_s soll str_l.:.=ure, ._nd redox pote_=ia[, a_i of which will evolve
as =he system _end= _oward a s:_eady s_ate.
b. _eterctrc_i_ organisms are a,_ent. _e_erotrophs can
_rcw on r,i_:ro_en w,_ _e product_ and other catabolic products
produced by the Ai .f_ers, _nd _hese _i_ contribut_ ,o the
factors Just ment±_ _'
D_stri_utions of nltrifiers in the column will overlap
depending on the relative rate constants K_ and _. if K2 _>
most Nitrosomonas species will 0e near the front of the column,
whereas if K_ _ K I populatlons of both nltrlfiers will nearly
co inc Ide.
c. A source of insoluble carbonate is present to buffer
the system. Otherwise a reduction in pH alone the colu_m_ carrier
can prevent the organisms from metabolizing.
Inspection of equation (5), for exampl_, [or equation (7) wPich
mirrors equation _y) at large values of X {compare FiE. i)]
. -(klx/f)
shows that _f the flow race is increased the distance at which the
same amount of oxldation is ob_er" _d -_Ii also increase. Provided
L is great enough, however, the oxlde=ion will be almost complete
regardless of _he Initial concentration of ammonia or of the flcw
76
+
rate. In other words, the input concentration (NH_)o and the
output concentration (NO3")L will be equal and independent of f
if the colunm is long enough, as found by Erh et al. for a twofold
change in flow rate, i.e., by equations (5) and (7)
(NO3-)X = (NH$+)o(I - e'KX).
Influence of increasing initial ammonium concentration. For a
+
given value of flow rate and length of column, an increase in (NH_)o
+)
will lead to a proportional increase in (_q4A at L. Under the
conditions described for this situation by Ehr et al., no nitrite
was observed in the effluent and consequently, by equation (7) and
(5) an in:rease in (NH4+)o will _ncrease (NO3")L proportionally by
+ -KL)(.o3")L = - o .
.J.
Of course, as one increases the value (NHA)o one pour "_olume
of effluent would need to pass the column before the increased
concentration of (NO3")L would appear constant, in order to allow
for the time required for the front of increased total nitrogen
content to reach L. [This neglects any diffusional broadenin_ cf
concentrations at the front (3). ] Any increase in this time would
suggest that the maximum possible population of nitrifiers had n,_t
present prior to the increase in (NH4+)o . Prior to thebeen
increase the population may have been more or less steady, in
keeping with the nutrient level available (l[). Any increase lu
populations would increase 5 and _.
7_
Virgin Soil Columns
The composition of the solution leaving the column depends
again on flow rates and rate constants. The concentration of
ammonia leaving a column of length L, baked on curves in Fig. 2
is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of time and of multiples of L,
which amounts to the same thing for either parameters. (L = it) is
a measurement of the time elapsing since pcrfuslon began. The
lower dotted line in Flg. 3 represents the concentration of ammonium
leaving a preconditioned column. It may be nearly zero if the time
or length L is great enough.
In order to calculate the concentration of nitrate (or of
nitrite) leaving the column we have proceeded to find the con=entra_ion
of nitrite as a function of X_ with aid of the calculus along toe
lines by which equations (6) and (7) were obtained. We have limited
the present discussion to the instance that 72 m Tl , M2 ffi
and _ = K 1 ffi7/f. This limited picture is nevertheless not
without value as the general features of nitrification are encompassed
by it. A comparison of Figures 1 and 2 shows that the concentration
of nitrite within a column is only slightly higher a_ any distan=e,
if 72 - 71 _ instead of differing by 71 = 1.43/day and
p
72 - 1.65/day as chosen for the preconditioned soil. Comparison
of Figures 2 and 3 reveals that the preconditioned "soil" and the
"soil" perfused for a time equivalent to several multiples of L are
essentially the same provided the "soil" behaves somewhat llke glass
_ar]S.
On the ot,_,er hand the two soils will differ drastically if
the virgin soll is perfused for a time during which ions can be
exchanged and eluded from the column. In the prelncubated soll
the population can multiply and nitrogen can be metabolized without
loss of such ions and we have no way of knowing a priori how much
zhe two s_i_ would actually differ; the models are severely limited
from the point _i view of hand) ing all the chemical variables in a
real soil. in spite of this short coming, the first model seems
to be comprehensive enough to ma_ch the general trend of results
reported in the literature for recyclic perfuslon (/Z). The more
recent results of Macura and Kunc are encompassed by the second
model as may be seen in Fig. 4 wherein some of the data of Fig. 3
Is plotted as cumulative yields of nitrogen with the aid of equations
and
NH 4 = )AdL - ) -- fdTn
NO2"" _N02-)AdL = _N02")A fdTn
where A is the cross sectional area required to convert n multiples
of L into volumes of effluent. From equation (20c) we note that
at large values of X_ i.e. _ more soil in the column in terms of
Macura's results_ the concentration of nitrite falls toward zero
and the cumulative curves for nitrite would level off with time of
flow. Ehr et al. describe a number of features of nitrification
which point up the insufficiencies likely to be encountered in any
• _ I _
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model as an analog of a real soil, for a true steady state system
can never be achieved. Even though a maximum population of
nitrifiers may be achieved for a short tl.-_, elution of _oil ions
by the products of the nitrification reaction will result in
changes in microenvironments that inevitably will tend to new
quasi-steady s_ates of indefinite duration.
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C. ESTIMATION OF SURFACE pH 1
Hatter and Ahlrichs (2) have published a new method for estimating
pH at the surface of clays and found that the surface of bentonite seems
to be about I00 times more acid than ambient solution at a pH of about
7.0. Their rational has been mildly criticized by Mortland (5) and rebutted
by the authors (i). Although I have nothing to add to Mortland's specifics,
I wish to call attention to two other procedures in addition to those
mentioned by Harter and Ahlrichs.
I. Surface pH and electrophoretic mobility, _.
According to the Hartley-Roe equation, surface pH, pHs, is related
to bulk pH for a suspension of particles by PHs-PH b = 0.217 _ = A pH
for large particles and A pH = 0.325 _ for small particles. Strictly
speaking this pertains to the plane of shear. For kaolinite A pH is
about 1 in sodium phosphate-borate buffer at an ionic strength of 0.05
and pH b = 8.05, as measured by G.V.F. Seaman [in (3)]-
2. An enzyme as a molecular pH meter (3).
The action of chymotrypsin on denatured lysozyme as a substrate, in
solution and adsorbed on bentonite and kaolinite reveals differences in
pH optimum for activity of ca. 2 pH unites (3). For free lysozyme
A pH = - 1.3 and for lysozyme on kaolinite A pH = 0.54 for the complex,
both being calculated from electrophoretic measurements. Thus the effective
pH at the surface of lysozyme molecules in solution is 9.4 and that on
kaolinite in suspension is somewhere between 7.05 and 7.51 in the same
i
Submitted for publication.
solvent, pHb = 8.05. Alternately, subtracting 1.3 units from 2 units
for the shift in enzyme optima leaves a _ pH of about O.7 for both
bentonite and kaolinite (4).
Although these acidity differences between surface and solution are
smaller than those reported by Harter and Ahlrichs, Mortland is of
course correct in stating that a whole range of acidities are possible
with clays, depending on water content, ionic strength, and the
particular electrolytes present. This could account for the smaller
values for _ pH found by us.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. PErSiSTENCE OF ENZYMATIC ACTIVITIES IN STORED
AND GEOLOGICALLY PRESERVED SOILS 1
The considerable volume of literature about enzymatic activities
in soils has recently been reviewed (1,2). Answers to basic questions
concerning the origin, localization and persistence of soil enzymes
Ire till wan_ing. Sevelal difficulties have been recognized,
including inherent diflerences in natural scil samples, cnanBes in
activities during handiing, and need for better methods (1,3). Almost
all prior studies on soil enzymes have been wit_ fresh or freshl air-
dried soils. This report_ on the other hand, describes some results
obtained with about 60 years old, stored arid area soils, and with
geologically preserved, _,715 to 32,000 years old, permafrost peat
and soil samples wherein the numbers of live organisms have diminished
cons iderab ly.
Materials and Methods
Soils. The characteristics of soils are shown in Table I. Aiken,
Columbia, Dublin, Yolo, Fresno alkali, and the saline Ravenswood Point,
Jarvis Landing and Dumbarton Bridge soil samples have been stored air-
dry at room temperature for the periods indicated. The Staten , Oxford
Tract, and Strawberry Creek soil samples were examined fresh. Soils
in the Hligard Collection (located in Hilgard Hall, University of
California, Berkeley) were collected in California during the first
I
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decade of this century under the direction of Professors E.W. Hilgard
and R.H. Loughridge i_i_ and have been stored undisturbed since their
collection. The seiect_d soils No. I to No. ]2 are non-cultivated
desert and arid area sam_ !es.
The Point B_. Alaska samples (5,) were collected in 1964,
air-drled and examined _ _ear later; their radiocarbcn age has been
_,stablished by the U.S. Ar_y Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory, Han_uer, Ne_ Hampshire.
The Hawali_:_ latosoi samples were obta:ned through the courtesy
of Dr. O.R. You_ge from the Department of Agronomy and Soil Science,
University of Hawaii, in 1964. The Puerto Rico latosol Nipe clay was
obtained through the courtesy of Dr. R.A. Luse, Agricultural and
Biosciences Division, Puerto Rico Nuclear Center.
The organic carbon content is the difference between the total
CO_ obtained by an imoroved dry combustion method (6) and the amount
of carbonate-CO 2 as determined by Williams' method (7).
The pH values of the soil samples were measured in a I:i water
suspension.
The determination of phosphatase activity followed a published
procedure (8). To a one-gram sample of soil was added 2 ml of 0.005 M
(i.e., I0 _m) Na-_-naohthyl phosphate and 3 ml of water. The mixture
was incubated without shaking for 6 hours at 25 ° . Following incubation
the solution was filtered; i ml of the filtrate was added to 2 ml of
0.2 N NaOH in a IOO ml volumetric flask and diluted to the mark. The
concentration of _-naphthol was determined by fluorescence in a Brice-
Phoenix photometer. The excitation wavelength was 360-3?0 mu and the
emission wavelength was measured at the _25 mU peak.
90.
Dehydro_enase activity was determined following the method of
Kozlov (9); Thunberi_ tube_ for anaerobic incubation were utilized.
To a I g sample of s,_il _as added 5 ml of a C,.5_ water solution of
2.3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride and gluc.ose. The reaction
mixture was placed in Tt_unberg tubes, filled with nitrogen gas, and
ircubated for the desired length of time at 25 _ without shaking.
Ai!ter incubario,u the resulting triphenyl formazan was dissolved in
IO ml methanol, _ILercO, and determined photcmetrically. Estimates
were corrected for c_.n_rois; the procedure included washing soils
with methanol and a measure of the contribution of any naturally
occurlng colored compounds.
Catalase activity was determined following the method of Johnson
and Temple (i0). To a 1 g sample of soll was added 5 ml of 0.3.% H202
and 5 ml of H20. After incubation at room temperature for the desired
length of time. 5 ml of 3 N H2S04 was added to stop further enzyme
activity. To determine the amount of the residual H202, the slurry
was filtered and a 5 ml aliquot was titrated with O. 1 N KMnOh to the
equivalence point.
Esterase activity was determined according to the method of
Raig (Ii) with phenyl acetate as the substrate. The substrate solution
was prepared by adding 1 gram of phenyl acetate to I0 ml of 95_ ethyl
alcohol. This was mixed with 250 ml of 0.2 _M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2,
and the volume was made up to one liter with Water. To a one-gram
sample of soll was added 3 ml of the 7.35 x 10 -3 M phenyl acetate solution
and the mixture was incubated at room temperature for periods up to one
hour. After incubation, 1 ml of th( slurry was added to a 50 ml
• 91.
volumetric flash. Five ml of the Folin-Ciocalteu reagent and 15 ml of
f:O%NaCO.were _i<-_ a_l: ;he solution was diluted to volume with :,a_er,5
30-35°. After :1_:x_io_ the concentration cf free phenol was uetermSn_d
photometrlcal1>.
act_vJt._ il _1402 analysis_ To a I g soil sample in aUrease
;_chet was acde_ _,_ r_ u -urea (Calbiochem, _.os Angeles) cont_ining
iG uc C lh, and 0._ ml _ acetate, pH 5.5, O.O9 __. The planchet was
placed in a radioacti,_ gas counting chamber a,_d the increase of Ci/tO
2
in th.e Chamber _ _c,,_c_red with a Geiger-l_,eller gas-flow tub_=
connected to a decadt _c_ler and :o a count ratemeter. Integrated
amounts of C140 ) In the chamber were strip-chart recorded Results
we-e expressed as the rate of increase of counts per minute (A cpm/rn)
minutes; i _c of cllto2 in the cha_.ber gave a countduring the first I00
of 12,250 cpm.
The enzyme activity determinations described above are improved
procedures of methods described previously in our project reports.
For the determination of urease activit_ in soils at various
atmospheric humidities, the soil samples (I g) were equilibrated at
the desired humidity- in a closed container. Upon equilibration IO mg
(IO _c) of dry cl_-urea wa_ added to the soil, mixed and placed in
the radioactive gas detection chamber. The atmosphere in the chamoer
was equilibrated at the desired humidity before introducing the soil-
urea mixture, and maintained at the desired level by placing in the
chamber a container with appropriately diluted sulfuric acid accord£n B
to the international Critical Tables.
Urease activitii_ _ a synthetic soil. A crystalline urease
preparation UR (Worthin_l_n Biochemical Co.), suspended in water, was
adsorbed on a synt_ _=_ _ril (50_ kaolin, NF, acid washed + 50_ celite,
_nalvtical grade)_ dried in vacuum at room temperature _nd trea_ed with
cl4-urea similarly tc _ral soil and examined as described above.
C 14-labelled ure_ _as obtained from Calbiochem, Los Angeles and
Vol_ Radiochemicat Com_ny, Burbank, Califorr. L_. T._e Cll_-urea _a_,
mixed with purified uraa to obtain a stock containing i mc/g.
Urease. P:ecrystalline urease (Code: URC), Worthington Biochemical
Corporation, Fre_ h_Id_ New Jersey, was used.
The NF gr_e _rease was obtained from Nutritional Biochemicals
Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio. It was determined that the preparation
had 3 Worthington units per mg.
Enumeration of microorganisms. The numbers of microorganisms
(bacteria and streptomycetes) in all but the Hilgard Collection soils were
determined by dilution Dlatln_ on yeast extract - soil extract agar. The
medium consisted of: glucose, 1.0 g; K2h_O4, 0.5 g; KNO3, O.I g; soil
extract, IOO ml: yeast extract, I.O g; Bacto-agar, 15 g. The medium was
made to one liter with tap water and autoclaved. Soil extract solu=ion was
made from i kg of fresh garden soil suspended in I liter of water, auto-
claved for 30 minutes at 15 psi and after addition of CaCO 3 filtered with
bacteriological filters. Plate counts of all colonies were made after
4-day incubation at room temperature.
Hilgard collection sanmles were plated on trypticase soy agar
(Baltimore Biological Laboratory, Inc. ) (of. 3rd Progr. Rep., January 14,
1966, NASA-CR-?OO58).
The sensitivities of enzyme assays, showing the lowes_ amounts of
products detectable _=_r gram of soil by the methods described are given
in Table II.
TABLEII
Sensitivity of Assays
Minimum amount
Act iv ity Produ¢t
pm per g
Catalase H202 O. 1
Dehydrogenase triphenyl formazan O. 001
Es terase phenol O. 005
Phospha tas e _- naphtho I O. 02
U tease CO 2 O. 00_
Results
Results of the determination of phosphatase, urease, dehydrogenase,
cacalase, and esterase activities in soils are shown in Table III and
Figures i, 2, and 3.
phosphatase (hydrolysis of Na-_-nap_Chyl phosphate) was detected
in measurable amounts in all soils; only trace amounts appeared in
Point Barrow soil No. 714 and in several soils from the Hilgard Collection.
The problems involving detection of phosphacase in soils have been
critically evaluated (3). As with other enzymes in soil, pretreaCmenC
of soil (including moisture reglme), incubation temperature, stirring
of the samples during incubation, and other manipulative variations
influence the values of activities detected. Our samples were noc
stirred on a rotating wheel during the incubation and, consequently,
gave lower values for these soils (Table IV).
Soil
TABLEIII
Enz,_tlc Activities in Soils
Catalase
Urease De_ydr_enase H202
Phos_h_: : _:se CO 2 _.
-naoh_, ,-_1 H'
decomposed
_m/g:_.r _m/g/hr. _m/_/hr. _m] g/rain.
Esterase
phenol
.m/s/hr.
Aiken
Columbia
Dub I in
Yolo
Staten
Oxford Tract
Strawberry Creek
Annanah
Twaira]
Pt. Barrow 1-1182
Pt. Barrow 4
Pt. Barrow 714
Pt. Barrow 1-7OO
Hilgard i
Hilgard 2
Hilgard 3
Hilgard h
Hil_ard 5
Hi Igard 6
Hilgard 7
Hilgard 6
Hilgard 9
Hilgard i0
Hil_ard ii
Hil gard 12
Fresno alkali
Ravenswood Pt.
Jarvis Landing
Dumbar ton Bridge
Laha ina
Mahukona
Molokai
Wahlawa
Kawaihae
Nipe I
Nipe II
O. 2_ O.013 O. 001 ij
O. 2S O.027 O. O016
1.3D I.I_6 0.0027
0._ 0.234 0.0031
o.2b 0.4_5
O. 6': O. 25J 6.001_o
O.21 0.29;3 0.0055
O. 14 O. 082 ,). 0021
O. 0i! O.082 O. 0028
o.8k o.084 o.oo13
O. 27 O. 023 none
traces none O. OOO8
1.2o 0.793 o.oo35
O. 11 0.005 trace s
O. O_ none none
O. 02 0.025 none
traces none none
O.12 0.063 traces
O. 07 0.O17 traces
O. 22 0. 174 O. 0010
O. 13 0.038 traces
O. 13 traces O. 0012
O. Oh traces traces
O. 20 0.049 traces
O. 09 traces traces
0.065
0.025
none
none
o. 3o8
0.083
0.o4o
0.151,
0.905
O. lhh
o.113
1.5
8.5
if_o
14.o
< o.o5
o.15
2.25
0._
Figure 1,
Enzymatic ar.d Biological Activity in Air-dri,d Alrieultural
Soils in Comparison wi_.h the Organie Carbon C_aeene.
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Fi_e 2. PT. BARROW SOILS
IL_nzy'nmCic and Biolesical Acciv£Cy In Geolos£eally Preserved
Permafrost Soils (1-700: 9_YYO± 2MO years old; 1-1182:ST15
250 years old| _: loam, overlaying 1-1182.1 TI_ - approx.
32,000 years old) in Comparison vit:h t:ha Orsanie Carbon
C011_te_t;.
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TABLE IV
PhosphaLa ,_ .sc____i____Yin Stirred and Non -__rred Soils
! -napnt_iol produceo_ _m/g/hr.
Soil Soil not stirred,
data from Table III
Soll stirred,
data from reference (_;
Aiken O. 22 O. 35
Dub Iin I.35 2.08
¥olo 0.29 O.33
oxford Tract O.66 I.55
Dehydrogenase. A measurable dehydrogenase activity was found ia
reasonably fresh soils and soils with high microbial counts, e.g.,
Pt. Barrow 1-700. In the other geologically preserved and in stored
u_ i...._ Collection samples the dehydrogenase act _''_-" _-..v,h_. 7 ""_S o--..1 1 ...A
often negligible. Although a nonbiological reduction of triphenvl tetra°
zolium chloride occurs in samples at temperatures higher than 6_ c, the
formazan released at the temperatures used in assays, 30 to 37 °, is due
to biological activity only (12).
Catalase and esterase activities, determined in 4 six-yeazs old
stored soils were found to be considerable (Table III).
Urease activity was present in most of the soils. It was not
detected in some stored desert soils irom the Hilgard Collection and in
the 32,000 year_ old Pt. Barrow soll No. 714.
It seems possible that urease in such stored and air-rifled soils
exists in an oxidized and, therefore, inactive state. Extensive
pretreatment of several old soils with H2S or cysteine_ however, d_ _ not
increase the urease activity.
At atmospheric humidities beO#een i00_ and _ the reaction rate
retained its zero order character for more than 8 hours (Figure _).
The reaction rate in Dublin soil at I00_ atmospheric humidity wa_
of that at the water holding capacity.
The enzymatic behaviour of added crystalline urease on a synthetic
model soil is shown in Figure 5. With increasing amounts of urease
added the apparent activity rate more than doubled: O. 1 Ng of added
urease released 0.075 _m CO 2 per gram of synthetic soil per hour fr,._m
14
IO mg C -urea present, at the water holding capacity of the soil,
whereas _ _g urease released 1.61 _m CO 2 at the same conditions.
During a period of 2o months four of the Hawaiian soils lost
urease activity between 3_ and 28_ and the activity in Kawaihae soil
increased by 8.5_; the Puerto Rico Nipe clay samples lost their urelse
activity by more than 50_ (Table V). ALl soils were scored air-dry at
room temperature during the 26 months between the Cesta.
T_LE V
Urease Activity, CO2 _m/glhr.
Soil
Percent change
Examine.d July, 1965 Examined Sept., 1967 in 26 months
Lahaina 0.32_ o.308 - 6_
Mahukona O. 116 O. 083 - 28_
Molokai 0.051 0.040 " 2L_
Wahiawa O. 159 O. 154 - 3%
Kawaihae 0.834 0.905 + 8.5%
Nipe I 0.292 0.144 - 5I%
Nipe II 0.312 O. 113 - 64%
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0
wdo ' pgsDglgj E 0 0
I?I
mI I I
• ' C)m m
q
i
ci ®
0
6
o
• Jq/5/_00 uJ-rl
The activities of native enzymes in soil and of purified enzymes
in solution in vitro are by no means comparable with respect to the
amounts of enzymes present because of the differences in physical and
chemical environment. Nevertheless, some semiquantitative values
regarding the enzymatic content in soils may be estimated. For example,
the enzymatic activity values for one gram of Columbia soil (Table III)
are equivalent to the activity of 140 _g potato acid phosphatase (Pentex,
Inc. ), 0.033 _g urease (Worthington, UR), 0.0009 _g dehydrogenase
(Worthington, ADHS, estimated), and 0.34 _g catalase (Worthington, CTR,
estimated). The amount of protein based on the bacterial biomass in a
fertile soil is about iOO _g per gram.
102.
Discussion
Phosphatase activity in soils has been studied by many investigators
(i)" the published -^_ ._...A... _ _^-_-"_ _ ^_ ..... _^-_ and)
interpretations. Host of the observations show that the maximal activity
occurs near a neutral pH value and not necessarily at the natural pH of
the soils. In some soils the activity may increase with increasing pH.
It has been noted that phosphatase activity is greater in soils containing
larger amounts of organic matter. This trend is also evident in some
soil samples examined here (Figures 1 and 2). It appears that phosphatase
activities in the stored Hilgard soils reflect the number of microorganisms_
rather than the amount of organic matter present (Figure 3). Of course,
generalization is difficult as the organic matter rich soils as a rule
also have significantly higher numbers of microorganisms.
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Perhaps direct correlation cannot be expected. It has been shown
that phosphatase activity in soll is inversely proportional to the
biologically available phosphate: adding inorganic phosphate usually
diminishes it and even in soils rich in organic matter it is associated
with phosphate availability (13).
Our data (Figures I and 2) suggest that phosphatase activity may
not be directly correlated with microbial numbers in some soils. The
data are consistent with previously reported findings (3) indicating
that most of the soil phosphatase is extracellularly bound to the soil
organic matter. It is of interest to note, for example, that there was
no phosphatase (and no urease) activity in the Pt. Barrow soil No. 714,
although a large number of microorganisms was recovered. It is likely
that the soil was contaminated while in transit from the source to the
laboratory, as, unfortunatelyj there were no specific aseptic procedures
attempted during the handling of soil samples by the collecting agency.
The results indicate that the large number of microorganisms present in
this soil did not produce measurable phosphatase (or urease) activity.
The activities were lost during the 32,000 year long burial time in
permafrost.
Most investigators have shown (1) that phosphatase accumulates
as a result of microbial activities in soil, but that the enzymatic
activity does not represent solely the immediate microbial activity.
Dehydrogenases. The measurement of dehydrogenase activity in sol1
has been used to obtain correlative information on the biological
activities of microbial populations in soil. Measurable activity may
be obtained without any additions of metabolltes, and the results in
such cases reflect endogeneous respiration (12). Experimental results
have shown repeatedly that the dehydrogenase activity in soll reflects
the metabolic rate rather than the microbial numbers (le)(14). Dsually
the activity de es not correlate with plate counts in nonamended soils,
but upon the addition of nutrients it increases with increasing microbial
numbers. Generally, cultivated soils exhibit high dehydrogenase activity,
whereas in saline and high pH soils it is considerably lower (15).
A measurable dehydrogenase activity was shown to exist in the
reasonably fresh soils examined (Table III). There was very little or
no dehydrogenase activity in the stored Hilgard Collection soils and
in the old Pt. Barrow soils with the exception of No. I-?00; the latter
reflects the high microbial activity in this sample. No other correlation
between dehydrogenase and other factors (organic carbon content, pH_ other
enzymatic activities) was evident.
Although Stevenson (i _,_ - -_-J.... I has rcpoLLc= high rates of dehydrogenase
activity in soils, apparently his data include effects of microbial
proliferation resulting from prolonged incubation periods. Our results
show that incubation of a soil sample with water overnight increases
the microbial count by a factor of three and incubation with triphenyl
tetrazolium chloride by a factor of eight. This increase is accomplished
without addition of any organic matter and under limited oxygen av_ilabillty.
Orease. Notwithstanding the presently available methods and
apparatus used in the soil respiration studies, there exists a need
for a precise and sensitive method for measuring small amounts of CO2
released from soil during short experimental periods. Often C14-1abeled
compounds (instead of "cold" organics) may be added to soil and the release
of carbon dioxide may be determined by monitoring the appearance of clho_.
For this purpose a self-contained radioactive gas detection
chamber has been developed in this laboratory (c__f.,previous reports).
Specifically, the chamber was designed for the studies of urease
activity in soils: cl_-urea -----> cl4op + ammonia, but it may be
adaptable for other types of investigations where C 14 - compounds may
be used, e.g. :
cl_-glucose
-----> C1402 + products
C14- humus
C1402 + products
cl4-plant
residues water lo_ed _ CI4H 4 + products
By using the above described apparatus for the examination of urea
hydrolysis in soils we have obtained results which show that there exists
a linear CI_o2 development rate in all soils for at least 3 hours after
which time a sigmoidal increase of rate indicates microbial proliferation.
The urease aetivlty yahoos from--- =.... _....... LivLi-_=L=_table levels in saline soils
(Jarvis Landing, Dun_barton Bridge) and some stored deeper horizon desert
soils (Hilgard P, and Hilgard 41 to low levels in organic matter poor
agricultural soils (Aiken, Columbia) and some lateritic soils (Molokai)
to very high levels in organic matter rich lateritic type (Kawaihae), or
adobe clay (Dublin).
The maximal activity of urease in most soils is found at pH 6.5
to 7.0. It has been reported that in alkaline soils the activity
decreases considerably and it is especially low in carbonate-rich soils,
apparently because of the detrimental effect of Ca++ on the urease-producing
organisms (16). We found no activity in the alkali Hil_ard Collection
samples No. 9 and 16, but the alkali (pH 9.4)carbonate-rich Fresno soil
showed a reasonable level of activity. On the other hand there was no
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activity in highly saline (sodium sulfate and chloride , I0_ or more)
but otherwise neutral (pH 6.7, Dumbarton Bridge) or only slightl}
alkaline (pH 7.8, Jarvis Landing) soils. There was a measurable
activity in the pH 6.6, 3_ saline Ravenswood Point Soil.
Published reports (I) show that urease activity in soils usually
correlates with the number of microbes in Eoil, but its increase with
increasing organic-matter content also has been noted; normally soils
with higher organic matter content also have higher numbers of micro-
organisms. Much of urease activity is present in the rhizosphere and
considerable seasonal variations have been observed (I). In soil
fractionatlon studies the highest urease activity remained associated
with the clay (below 2 p diameter) fraction (17). It is evident that
urease exists in a free state in the soil and it is the only enzyme to
date which has been extracted from soil and characterized (18).
A correlation of organic-matter content and microbial numbers in
the diverse soils examined here is not evident (Table I) and our data
indicate that the urease activity may be better correlated with the
organic carbon content than with the number of organisms (Figures I, 2,
and 3). There was no urease activity in the Pt. Barrow soil No. 714,
although a large number of microorganisms was recovered. It is likely
that the organisms proliferated in this soil after its collection and
the exposure to the ambient atmosphere. The results indicate that the
large number of microorganisms present in this soil did not produce
measurable urease activity which was lost during the 32,000 year long
burial time in permafrost. On the other hand, reinvasion of an auto-
claved and urea-amended Dublin soil by microorganisms was clearly
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reflected in the increase of urease activity in this soil (Figure 6).
It is evident that the addition of urea to the soil favored the growth
of ureolytic organisms.
A measurable ure_se activity was evident in an organic-matter poor:
3,715 years old, hurled permafrost silt, an_ a considerable activity
was found also in a 9,5_0 years old buried permafrost peat.
In the 60 years old Hilgard Soil Collection samples urease activity
was higher in the surface (0-30 cm) than in the deeper (60-90 cm) layer
(Figure 3). These data probably reflect the ratio of the respective
activities at the time of collection. It is evident that even in a
very little differentiated soil, as in recently collected Nipe I and
Nipe II, the urease activity is lower in a deeper layer as compared to
the surface. The characteristics of phosphatase activity in the Alaska
and Hilgard Collection soils was rather similar to the urease activity,
whereas the dehydrogenase activity reflected the metabolic activities
of the microorganisms present.
Incidentally, the surviving organisms recovered in these soils
belong mostly to the genus Bacillus; besides the sporeformers, a
Pseudomonas s_R. and several "s0il diphterolds" have been recovered (19).
An atten_t was made to estimate the amount of urease in the tested
soils. For this purpose very small amounts (O. I to i pg per gram of
adsorbent) of crystalline urease were adsorbed on a "synthetic soil",
e.g., kaolinite-cellte mixture. The relative urease activity, however,
did not follow linearily to the amount adsorbed on the kaolinite-c£1ite
mixture. The apparent urease activity increased with increasing amounts
of urease adsorbed (Figure 5). The mechanism for such behaviour is not
clear. It might be possible, for example, that the strongly adsorbing
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sites are covered first and that such an action has certain denaturing
effects, or that an inhibitor present in the system might be selectively
adsorbed by the enzyme.
Urease activity in soils below I00_ relative humidity reflected
the same characteristics as pure urease in the same conditions (20),
i.e. _ the activity response followed the water vapor adsorption
isotherm by urease, except that the rates had a lower magnitude
(Figure 7). These results indicate that considerable amounts cf urea
may be hydrolized in "air dry" field soils.
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B. ADSORPTION AND .REACTIONS OF CHITINASE AN_ LYSOZYME ON CHITIN.
The currently reported phase of the investigation of chitinase and
lysozyme activity in adsorbed state on chitin is a continuation of the
previously described project under the same title (19,25,26,27)on
enzyme kinetics in stz'acturally restricted systems.
It is known that the addition of Ca ++ during the process of
purification shows preserving and stabilizing effect on some enzyme
activities. For example, use of Ca ++ in elastase extraction (30 ) and
the markedly increased pH and thermal stabilities of proteolytic enzymes
in presence of Ca++.. Ca++ ions have a role in determining the electro-
kinetic potential of the colloidal substrate particles (2) and thus
increasing the enzymatic reaction rate (16). We have examined the
effect of Ca ++ on the chitin-chitinase system.
Adsorption _ pv_e_n_ _. C.-nh_h.r_ _ _..__ _ _i_oh_
changes in pH and to buffer sail __,:!_=,:LL.__iU:_, m'lU the adsorbed protein
may be released easily and gradually by changing the conditions in the
co lumn (eg).
Ca-phosphate gel and hydroxylapatite has been used in many separations
of enzymes; including the separation of Aspergillus niger chitinases (20).
We have explored the use of Ca-phosphate gel for further purification of
streptomycete 2B chitlnase. Similarly, celite, polyacrylamide gels,
CM-cellulose and hydroxylapatite gel were further evaluated for column
chromatographic purification. Also_ the conditions for sorption of
chitinase, lysozyme and ribonuclease on chitin and the effect of M8++,
Co ++ and Zn++ ions on chitinase activity were investigated further.
_e
Materials and Methods
Most of the materials and methods have been described in the
previous reports (19,25,26,27).
Dispersed chitin. Prepared as described (19).
Cnitlnase (19)was obtalned from the streptomycete strain 2B. The
DEAE-cellulose purified preparations were fractionated through Sephadex
G-50 (coarse) column and the aliquots containing the first eluted peak
of chitinase activity were collected and used for adsorption and activity
experiments.
Lysozyme - 2 X crystallized (Lot 597, Worthington Biochem. Corp.,
Freehold, N.J. ).
Ribonuclease - Cryst., salt free, Lot R 541 and tryst, from EtOH,
Lot R 568-9 from Worthington Biochem. Crop., Freehold, N.J.
Absorptivity (extinction coefficient). Following values were used:
Amg/ml
Chitinase " _egO = I. IO (19)
Amgimi
Lysozyme - "280 = 2.64 (9,18)
_mslml
Ribonuclease - n280 = O.734 (23)
Chltinase and lysozyme activities were based on the amount of the released
N-acetylglucosamine, as determined by the DMAB method (19,24).
Proteinase activity was determined by using a modification (12,31) of Kunitz's
method (15).
Reagents :
I. 0.6% casein solution, pH 7.2: i_oelectric casein (Dif_o Laboratories)
was dissolved in slightly alkaline water. KOH was added to pH 6.4 and
the solution was adjusted to pH 7.2 with 1.0 M _PO 4 and filtered.
82. TCA solution (12): O. ii M CCI3COOH , 0.22 M CILCOONa, O. 33 M CH_COOH.3 j
P_ocedure :
Mix 5.0 ml of casein solution with I.O ml ol sample. Upon incubation
for I0 rain. on Ferr_ _ e_i at 30°, 5.0 ml of TCA =oiution was added
and similarly incuUated £or 30 rain. The resulting precipitate was removed
h__ .i_tration ard the aL_orbtivity of the supe_n_tanl was recaptured at 275 m_.
Micro-cei_ a synthetic C_ silicate (Johns Manville Co.).
_rticle size < o.I _. surface area 175-2OO m_Ig.
Celite - diatomaceous silica product (Johns Manville Co. ).
DEAE cellulose, CM cellulose, Polyacrylamide ge]s (Blo Gel P-150 and Bio Gel P-3OO)_
Hydroxylapatite gel '_:o Gel HT)were obtained from Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Richmond, California. According to the manufacturer, Eio Gel }IT was
prepared by the method of Keilln and Hartree (Proc. Roy. Soc. London,
Ser. 8, 12___4,397 [1938]).
Electrophoresis apparatus - Research Specialities Co., model no. lhOO.
Total distance along paper strip between the levels of buffer was _ cm.
For each run two 5 x i7 cm oxoid cellulose acetate strips were used
with two II cm wide Whatman No. i filter paper wicks. Distance between
wicks: 15.O cm. Voltages applied: bOO to 600 v.
Barbital (veronal) buffer was prepared accordJn E to Cramer and Tiselius (6):
1.84 g diethylbarbituric acid and 10.30 g sodium barbita_ were dissolved
in water to make 1 liter The ionic strength of this buffer was 0.05.
Th_ pH of the buffer was adjusted to pH _.6 _Jch NaOH.
T_s-EDTA-borate buffer (i): 60.5 g Tris, o.O g EDTA, and _.6 g _._ric acid
were dissolved in 1 liter water. The pH of the buffer was _.9 and
conductivity 3.0 mmhos.
Sodium phosphate buffer, 0.033 N, was used in electrophoresis at various
pH values.
Ponceau S stain, 0.2_ in 3_ aqueous TCA, used with 200 pg or more protein
applied to the electrcphoresis strip.
Chltinase - purified streptomycete 2B chitinase, lyophilized and dissolved
in distilled water was used in all electrophoresls experiments.
A sample of purified streptomycete 2B chltinase was extensively
dialysed in cold against distilled water and divided in two parts. To
one part diluted CaCI 2 solution was added, calculated to add 0.0204 mE
CaCI 2 per 1.0 m_ o_ enzyme protein. Both chitinase solutions were
lyophilized and ke_t at 2°.
The following procedure was used for elution of proteins from
electrophoresis strips. The sample was applied across the strip leaving
about 4 mm clear margins at edges, After the run a 8-10 mm wide marginal
strip was cut off and stained. The protein bonds on the remaining strip
were cut out according to the spots on the marginal strip and immersed in
3.0 ml, 0.05 M, Na acetate buffer, pH 7.0, in screw cap tubes and placed
in a refrigerator overnight.
Electrophoresis. 20 to 200 pg of protein in 0.02 ml distilled water were
applied on each strip. The average duration of each run was i hour _3
minutes.
Cooled buffer w_s used and a tray with crushed ice was pia_'ed inside
the apparatus beneath the strip-supporting board and the appa_z;u. _ was
placed in a refrigera'or at 2° .
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Results and Discussion
Effect of ldg++, Zn ++ and Co _-+ ions on chitinase activity (Table VI).
Various concentra_.ions of Mg, Zn and Co-chloride salts were
added to reaction mixtures. Depending on the amount added they changed the
pH and interfered with DMAB color reaction. As a check parallel series
were run without the enzyme but with a known amount of N-acetylglucosamine
added and the pH was checked and adjusted to 9.2 after adding borate
buffer. All results ,_ere corrected for corresponding blanks. From the
three cations tested. _ was the most inhibitory while the presen=e of
co++ Zn in concentrations below 0.001 M had an activating effect.
In concentrations up to 0.2 M the sequence, with respect to inhlti_ion,
was as follows: ME++ > Co++ > zn++.
Under the same conditions but without chitlnase present ME++
was not adsorbed in detectable amounts on chitin in concentrations from
O.O001 M to I.O M.
The adsorption of lysozyme a chitinase and ribonuclease on chitin.
Cherkasov et el. (7) reported that practically no lysozyme was
adsorbed on chitin in distilled water_ and likewise it was not adsorbed in
O. 1 and I.O M urea solutions and in O. 1 and 0.5 M ethanol solutions.
Using dlstilled-water-dlalyzed lysozyme and chitinase solutions,
and similarly dialysed chitin suspension_ the adsorption characteristics
of both enzymes on chitin were compared and gave the following results.
Adsorption time for chltlnase was 1 rain. at O°, but for lysozyme _0 rain. at
_5 °. Due to the Ligh activity chitinase was not tested at 25 °. The pH
of the reaction mixtures was 7.0 in all :ases. Instead of a buffer;
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TABLE VI
c-,_ch.,tinase activity (added _:_, chlorides)
Molarity of the _;_ In
0.03 M Na-acetat- _ mui;.er
pa 5.5
none
0.0001
0.0002
0.0oo5
0.001
0.002
0.005
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.1
0.2
o.5
Relative activity, in %,
with added ions
Mg Co'
I00 iO0
1oo 96
* 100
* 105
99 Io6
* I01
* 97
83 93
* 92
34 84
29 69
27 33
Zn
IO0
102
102
99
95
92
?3
* - not determined.
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solutions of NaCI in gla_s distilled water we_ e used. _n agreement with
_reviously obtained r_;_ _25) the amoun_ cf chit_ase adsorbed was
the same in distilled _'qter as in O.OOOO1 M t_ 0,2 M NaC] solutions, and,
as expected, lysozyme i_ _Istilled water was net adsorbed. With O. IO
mg/ml lysozyme and i.O mg/_.l chitin present an increasing quantity of
lysozyme was adsorbed in solutions containing O.OOO1 to O.001 M NaCI
in O.01 M NaCl solution the same amount was adsorbed as in O. i M and
0.2 M NaCI solutions (or the difference was within limits of a possible
error, = 5 _g/ml.
Previous work indicated (25) that the desorption of lysozyme
from chitin showed a"hysteresis" pattern. Experiments with chitinase
showed that the desorvtion of chitinase from chitin fo]lowed a similar
"hysteresis" pattern (Figure 8).
McLaren (18) used ethylamine HCI to desorb proteins from clays.
Lysozvme could be e!uted from kaolinite without loss of activity. Our
results showed that ethylamine desorbs i)_sozyme from chitin at pH iO.
After washing tbo Aam_ eh_n A_e_h_ _ Iysoz_ 4_ ,-_= oo..... _
ratio.
All at._e_mpts to adsorb rlbonuclease on chitin failed. ExD._.iments
were carried out at 25 ° . From 0.16 to O. It4 mg/ml of ribonuclea_e was
incubated ior 1C-20 minutes with 0.2_ to 1.0 mg/mi chitin. The _ cts
were performed in 0.03 M Na-phosphate buffer and in universal buffer at
pH range from 2 t_ __ In _nother series 0.006 M solutions of Na-_._csphate,
Na-acet_te and N_CI, an _.-niversal buffer at pH from 7 to 9 were ue _,d.
There ,_as no adsorption c._ _ibonucle_se on chitin in either case_
The sorbti_,_ characteristics _i c_:itlna_e_ lysozym_ are s_:_m..ar_:_d
in Table vii.
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The adsorption of proteins on chitin has been studied by Hackman (II)
who investigated effects of pH, ion concentration, and temperature on
adsorption of water-soluble insect cuticular protein to chitin. Results
indicated that adsorption was dependent on pH, the highest amount was
adsorbed at the isoelectric point of the protein. Increase in ion
concentration decreased adsorption, but changes in temperature had little
effect. Tyros ine- rich protein fractions were preferentially adsorbed.
Adsorption was partly '_rreversible and an increase to pH 9 was necessary
before all the adsorbed protein was removed. It was concluded that
there was only a weak bonding between chitin and water-soluble insect
cuticular protein. In a further work Hackman (I0) pointed out that
tyrosine, as well as free (Z-amino groups appeared important in the
binding of N-acetyl-D-glucosamine by insect cuticular proteins.
Adsorption of chitinase on celite and micro-tel.
Various clays, metallic oxides, silicates and other substances were
tested by Berger (3) and Berger and Reynolds (5) in attempts to adsorb
selectively either chltlnase or chitobiase. Between pH 5 and pH 7
part of the protein was adsorbed on '_nagnesol" (a preparation of Mg
oxide - Westvaco Corp. ). The activity was partly eluted at pH 12 to lh,
but the ratio of the activities remained the same. The enzyme system
was irreversibly adsorbed to "florex", a purified clay, and reversibly
adsorbed in Zn h_Iroxide gels.
Celite. a diatomaceous silica product is used as a filter-aid in
the preparation cf ammonium sulfate precipitated chitinase. Experiments
at 25 ° and _-ith an incuLatlon time of 30 min. showed that chiti_e -_,as
adsorbed on celite and that adsorption was strongly pH dependent_ "_he
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adsorption was about I/3 of maximum at pH 7 and the highest at pH 4.
Reaction mixture contained 0.005 M Trls and 0.OO1 M Ca-acetate made
zo the desired pH by adding 0.O1 M acetic acid (Figure 9). Chltlnase
could be desorbed from cellte by pH or concentration gradient. However,
celite columns did not separate streptomycete 2B chitinase in distinct
oeaks or in usable -. :ns of proteinase and chltinase activities. As
eluants I) 0.005 M Irls and O.001 M Ca-acetate buffer, pH 7, 2) 0.005 M
Na-acetate, O.OO1 M Ca-acetate, 0.OO1 M Ca-acetate, pH 5 to 79 and 3)
0.005 M Tris, O.OO1 M Ca-acetate, pH 8 to 9 were used.
Results of 2 experiments are shown in figures IO and Ii.
Micro-tel, an artifical Ca-silicate, is another filter aid.
Chitinase adsorbs on it in large amounts and it was not possible to desorb
it without a nearly complete loss of activity. Fractionated on a micro-
tel column, chitinase showed some _eaks of proteins and peak_ of chitinase
and protelnase activltJes, but a workable separation was not achieved.
Proteinase activity was more stable than chitinase activity. Results
-°we_presented in _ ..... ._1°_.._--_1 j.
Fractionation on CM-cellulose and hydroxylap_cite columns.
Tsuru et al. (31) used CM-cellulose column and O.OO1 M Tris-r.aleate,
0.002 Ca-acetate buffer at pH 6._ in purification of _B. subtilis p:cteinase.
It was hoped t!:a= proteinase activity from streptomycete chiginase
may be adsorbed and retained in CM-cellulose column. H_wever, the
chltinase and Drotelnase activities of the streptomycete 2B chitinase
prepargtlon were not separated; 0.01 M Na-acetate, 0.OO1 M Ca-aceaate_
pH 6.4, was used as an eluant.
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Hydroxylapatite h_s been widely used in enzyme work. S_rbo (20)
investigated the aos_re_i_n of proteins on Ca-phosphate. In general,
maximum adsorption wa._bserved at the isoelect_-ic _oint and at a
comparatively low icn i_ _trength. When ionic strength was increased
by addition of phosphate adsorption was diminished and a shift of the
point of maximum ads, rption to the acid side of ieoelectric point occ_reo.
t_1 addition of NnCI the adsorption decreased.
Otakara (ZO_ "_[_r,_ted chitobiase and chitlnase activities in
Aspergillus n_cr c!_iLinase by using hydrox>iapaLite gel.
A separation _,f purified streptomycete PB chitin_e on hydroxylapatire
column was success1_l: two activity peaks emerge?,. The first pe_k had
about 2 times higher chitinase activity and about 5 times higher
proteinase activity as compared with the second peck. Result_ arc_
shown in Figure 14. _he nature of both fractions are being investigated.
Electrophoretic properties of streptomycete 2B chitinase.
Streptomyces 2B chitinase was separated on cellulose acetate
strips in three separate bands, which are moving toward the cathode at
pH 8.6 in veronal buffer (6) or at pH _.9 in Tris-EDTA-boric acid
buffer (I). Chltinase activity was extracted from the 2astest _oving
band_ from sample with Ca++ added. No activity was extracted from the
parallel run strip_ where the chltinase preparation did not contain
calcium chloride.
In a Tris-EDTA-boric acid buffer, pH 5.5 (adjusted with HCI) the
chitinase moved toward anode but did not separate. There was no
movement in a 0.03_ H Na phosphate buffer at pH 6.7-7.0 but a to
4-fold widening of the spot was observed.
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At more acid _H values of the Na-phosphate buffer the mobility of
chitinase protein was reversed: it moved toward cathode again, with a
considerable widen_n_ of spot but without any clear separation.
Purification of chitinases.
Chitlnases are widely distributed in nature: bacteria, plants and
animals, including mammals, are known to produce chitinases. Depending
on the source the extracted chitinase actually is a chitinolytic enzyme
system containing in most cases chitobiase, more th_;_ one chitinase and
related enzymes. The homogeneity and purity of the obtained enzyme
depend not onl) _ on the _ource of enzyme but also on every detail in
purification procedures. Chitinase may also have an activity of another
enzyme, for example, chitinase activity of lysozyme (4).
Takeda et al. reported (29) that two enzyme fractions obtained
from Helix pomatia digestive juice were free of proteinase activity and
did not show any contamination on electrophoresis. First fraction
(M.W. 21,000) had lysozyme and chitinase activities. Second fraction
(M.W. 24,000) had ly_ozyme activity with little or no chitinase activity.
Chltlnase preparations from cockroaches, been seeds, and the puff
balls were acting on cell walls of Micrococcus lysodeicticus, behaving
similarly to lysozymes (22).
It seems that Streptomyces antibioticus chitinase is the only one
that has been highly purified in sufficiently larg_ quantities to obtain
detailed data on its physical and chemical properties (13). It has been
shown to be homogeneou_ in the ultracentrifuge and in solubility tests
in ethanol and ammonium sulphate, and the preparation was devoid of any
trace of other enzymes (chitobiase, amylase, cellulase, proteolytic
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enzymes). It separated, however, in three distinct fractions migrating
to the cathode at _H ,'3.2in a veronal-HCl buffer, O_her data given
for S_tt.antlbioticus chi_inase: a single _bsorpti,-_n band at 2_O .m_;
_mg/ml
_280 = 1.2_; Sedi_e_tation c_msta_t: 3.42 Svedi_erg _nits; M.W. ffi30,000;
Michaelis constant: ,_.O10 - 0.O11 (g/iO0 ml).
Streptomycete 2B ch_tinase was always obtained fr,_m the same strain of
_: croorganisms and by the same method of pre_i-a _', i _,. Therefore it is
assumed that all io._ _f _ itlaase used in _,_-_ods experiments did have
the same proT,erties and ch_:_racteristics. _..r preparation of the
streptomycete 2B chitinase is a heterogenous mi>_ure of at least three
proteins as shown oy electrcphoresis; in this respect "t behaves like
S___t.antlblotlcus chitinase. Also the lack of a sharp pH adsorption peak
on chitin may be caused by the same reason. Our streptomycete 2B
chitinase possesses proteinase activity, which could presumably _.e
separated by improved methods.
Most of the properties and characteristics of chitinases have
been investigated by working with crude and with partially purified
enzyams_ and only in few cases highly purified chitinases have been
used (13,20,24).
Ammonium sulphate precipitation of the crude enzyme should be done in
cold. The sedimented protein should be dissol_'ed in a cool buffer
immediately as any exposure to air (oxygen) is harmful (8). Ammonium
sulphate from chitinase solutions can be removed by dialysis in cold:
to the chitinase solution, pH 7, some drops of O.01 M CaCl 2 or Ca-acetate
are added and then dialyzed against 0.005 M Tris or Na-acetate and 0.OO1 M
Ca acetate solution adjusted to pH 7.0. It is important to have Ca
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in the chitinase :_¢;l_.:..:.u as well as in the _ffer sGL_ion outside th_
dialyzing tube _ :_ _ _ri i ioss of activity.
Saturation cf s_reptomycete culture filtrate to ,.7 with ammonium
sulfate at pH 5.0 did not precipitate chitohiase and precipitated only
about 25_ of chitlnase. The same saturation at pH 7.0 yielded both
chitinases in fuil quantity (5). To obtain -,,re S treptomyces antibiot=_,:_
i.'_- _ .....
chitinase Jeun_,x ([_ _ u_ed an extensive ar,_nium _:_iDhate precipitaticn
cycle following adsorntion and desorDtion _rom chitin. The final
precipitate was obtained between 0.3 and G.) aramonium sulphate saturatl_
at O O and pH _.2.
Skujins et al. (24) obtained a highly active enzyme, chitinase,
from streptomyces culture filtrates at pH _._ and 0. 9 saturation.
Lloyd et al. (17) saturated per'Taporated culture filtrates to
0.7 at pH 7.0. Powning and Irzykiewicz (21) added a cold saturatea
ammonium sulphate solution, pH 4.5 to a raw chitinase extract of
plant origin; 0._ final saturation.
Otakara (20) _-,,=Qtigated the effort of R m!__onJ,,m s,,Iphate sat,ration
with respect to amount of chitobiase and chitlnase precipitated in
Aspergillus _ culture filtrates (Table VIII).
TABLE VIII
Ammonium sulfate
satura t ion
Percent of total activity precipitated
chit inase chitobiase
0-0.3 2 k
o - o.% 53 ec,
o-o.5 86 6o
o - 0.6 90 95
o - 0.7 9-° 96
o- o.S 92 _7
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At O.7 saturation _, _ of the chitinase ac[iv_ty was precimit.!ted
which was in agreem_nt _ith the results of Berger and Reynolds (5)-
The extended s_turation range for precipitation as well as
differences in saturation and pH for chitobiase and chltinase precipitation
shows the heterogeneous _ature of chltinases in raw material.
More chitinn_,, _cLi_.ity was precipitated from strewtom-_eete 2B
culture filtrate= at (_oi saturation and pi{ _.0 than at O._ s_ituration
and pH 5.5. After purification on DEAE-celi_lose and sephadex, there
was no difference in activity between chitinases from both precipitates,
expressed for a unit weight of protein.
Ethanol precipitat_:_n, as a simple and reliable one: was prefered by
Lloyd et al. (17) Cold (-15 °) ethanol was slowly added to • !_iiied
pervaporated streptomyces culture filtrate, adjusted to pH 3-5 to
give a final concentration of 70_ ethanol. The precipitate was
immediately collected by centrifugation and redissolved in a minimum
volume of 0.005 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.8, and dialyzed against a
large volume of cold buffer.
The method worked well with streptom_,ces 2B culture filtrates. The
activity of chitinase was not affected when all the work was done in
the cold room with properly cooled (-18 °) ethanol.
Ca-acetate precipitation. Addition of Ca-acetate as a powder or as
a cold concentration solution to cooled culture filtrate (pH 7.65), to
make 0.02 M - 0.03 M saturation caused a slight drop of pH and an
appearanc_ of a fluffy and threadlike precipitate. The diai_,aed
preciDitate _howed a very high proteinase activity and a presence _ f
chitinase. However, the remaining Ca-acetate in culture filtrates
r_
interfered with a s_b_e_uent armmonium sulphate p_ecioi_tlon and the
possibilities of C_-ncetate precipitation to separate ;_roteinase and
chitinase activities was not investigated further.
Column chromatography and separation methods based on molecular sieving
,may be used as the next _tep in purification oi chitinases.
Amberlite CG-50 ion exchange resin has been used as ore of the final
steps in obtaining 2 enzyme £ractions from Kelix pomatia digestive |uice
(29). Although free of proteinase activity, the firs_ fraction showed
lysozyme and chitinase activities and the second fraction - lysozyme
activity with little cr no chit lnase activity. Both fractions showed
only little contaminatlon or_ electrophoresis and their mc_ular weights
were 21,OOO and 24,000 respectively.
DEAE-cellulose column and the use of O.O1 M Na-phosphate buffer at
pH 8.4, separated the streptomycete chitinase of :,lanyproteins and
pigmented substances (24). Dialyzed 50_ ammonium sulphate fraction of
been chitinase applied to a DEAE-cellulose column in 0.O05 M (itrate
buffer at pH 6.0 was separated in two distinct fractions _I); :ero to
I M NaCI gradient yielded an acetylglucosaminidase fraction. Chitinase
is only weakly adsorbed on DEAE-cellulose. Therefore the purification
is based mostly on the retention of the other proteins in column. The
procedure requires use of low ionic strength buffers and dilute chitinase
solutions. Even small volumes of raw chitinase solutions (adjusted to
pH 8.4 with I M H3POi_) show a pH drop to 8.2 after pa_sing through the
column, and some proteins and colored compounds are not re_:ained in the
column any longer. It was found that purification of _t:-_r_:-m_cete 2B
chitinase on DEAE-cellulose at pH 8.9 was more effective than at pH 8.4;
chitinase activity did r,o£ suffer and the coloreu compounds remained in the
column. Chitinase, nur_f_ed at pH 8. 9 on DEAE-cellulose did not show
the second acti_it) _ peak when fractionated f_tn_ _ Sephadex G-_>O
(coarse) indicatin_ that _ore homogeneous _;repara_c_ may be o_>tained
at pH 8.9 than at pH _:.g although some ch_tina:: :_ m;:_ be retained in
this column. O_ _ dLalyzed chitinase solutions are suited for use on
DEAE-cellulose as the presence of ammonium sulfate rapidly exhausts
the ion exchange ca,_acity of column.
Polyacrylamide gel nreved to be quite use_ i_ the purification
of chitinase: a_out 2/3 of !_roteinase activity u ith I/2 of the
protein can be sepa_-ated from chitinase on Bio-ge] P-I=_,O:,with a loss
of only 1/3 of chitinase activity (Figure 15). As an eluant 0.005 M
Trls and O.001 M Ca-acetate, pH 7.0 were used. Separation of proteinase
and chitinase activities on Bio-gel P-3OO was less effective. Bio-gel
P-30 has been used as first step in separation of lyric enzymes in
digestive juice of Helix pcmatia (29).
Hydroxylapatite gel was used successfully by O£aka_a '_ "
separating chitobiase and chitinase activities in As_ergillus niger
chitlnase; 0.OOO1 M to 0.2 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.8, was applied.
Streptomycete 2B cP,itinase - after purification on DEAE-cellulose and
on Sephadex - was separated in two activity peak_ on the hydro;:ylapatite
gel using 0.OO1 M to 0.2 M Na-[hosphate buffer, pH 6.g - 7.2. The
first peak shows shout two times higher chi£inase activit7 and ai:out
5 times higher protelnase activity than the second peak.
Electrophoresis is a very useful technique to investigate the home-
geneity of chiuxnase.
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Berger and Re_ ,c_Is (_) used zone electrop_;,:,resis on starch beds
at pH 6.3 and separaeed Streptomyces _riseus chiLiaase in 2 chitina_es
and a chitobiase.
Jeuniaux (13) could separate Strept_m _ a_ibioticas chitinase
Jn three distinct chitinolytic fractions, wi°.icn mi_ra_:ed to the
_thode in veronal, pH _, buffer.
Streptcmycete 2B chitinase also se_ara_:_? in three fractions
moving toward the caLaode. Cellulose acetate_ :_L_:._ and Tri_ {I) and
veronal (r_) P,Iffers at pl_ _!.6 and pH 8.9 we,_: used.
Adsorption of chitir_ase on chitin for purifzcation purpose was _:onsicc_ed
by Berger (3)- The idea was dismissed beceuse of difficulties in
desorbing chi inase from the chitin.
Jeuniaux (13) successfully adsorbed Streptomyce_ antibioticus
chitinase from its culture filtrates on colloidal chitin at pH 5.2 and O °.
Chltln_ with the chitinase adsorbed_ was sedimented and washed with cold
0.02 M citric acid Na2HPO k buffer_ pH 5.2. The sedlmented chitin-chitinase
material was hydrolized at 36° and chltinase was precipitated with
ammonium sulfate.
Lloyd et a_. (17) used a modification of the procedure described
by Jeuniaux and obtained chitinase with a very high specific activity.
Adsorption on bauxite (crude aluminum oxide) was first used for the
separation of chitinase and emulsion of Heii____.xxpomatla digestive Juice
by Zechmeisterj Toth and Balint (32_33_. Bauxite selectively, _dsorbed
chitobia_e fr_ ahitinase soi_tion_ but desorption wa_ not pc_i_ (_).
138.
Su_ ry
The stabilizing _:tfect of Ca++ ion on chitinas_: _ acuivity was found
to be of practical va_=ue in purification procedures 7 =e influence on
activity of Mg++, Z=+-_ a_ Co++ ions also w_ e_a_= _e_:.
Attempts to ad_o.:b ribonuclease on chitin _'e negative resul::s.
It was shown tha; _,, desorption of chitinase Zrom c_iLin followed
similar"hysteresis'pattern as for lysozyme.
Electrophoretic properties of streptomvcete 2B chitinase were
examined and compared with those of other streotomycete strains (reported
in literature).
The streptomycete 2B chitlnase preparagions sno_ed considerable
proteinase activity. Celite and artificial Ca-silicate filter-aids,
CH-cellulose and hydroxylapatite gel columns were examined for the
use in further purification of chitlnas_ Hydroxylapatite gel column
separated streptomyces 2B chitina_e in 2 fractions, but both of them
showed chitinase and protinase activities. With respect to the unit
weight of protein_ the ra_io of chitinase activit_ _ to prc_e_zase acti_iLy
was 4.5:2 and 2.1:0.4, respectively.
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C. S II_DY OF ORGANIC-MATTER-EX_L_USTED SOILS
Jenkinson _i) followed the mineralization of o_:ganic carbon in
soils after repeated treatments consisting of a partial sterilization
by heating or by chloroform vapor followed b3, inoculation with s_il
organisms. WitD _-_ cess_ _ treatments the _moua_ of organic carbon
mineralized gradualls" decreased but even a_ t_ _ive treatments less
than five per cen_ _f the total organic carbo_, i_ad been mineralized,
indicating that a large portion of the organic carbon consisted of
material that was not degradable by microbial action nor was rendered
susceptible to microbial degradation by the treatments used.
We have initiated a study to determine whether this resistant
organic matter contained any enzymatic activity; that is, whether
enzymes from microorganisms or plant residues in the soil can enter
this resistant fraction and remain insusceptible to the denaturing
effects of microbial activityj of natural phenomena such as drying,
heating, etc._ or of sterilizing agents such as chloroform.
It is important to differentiate between enzymatic activi_.y
residing in this resistant fraction and the activity arising from the
microorganisms in the soll or from material susceptible to microbial
degradation. Therefore, t:_e microbial content of the soil and the
treatments themselves had to be studied in detail to determine their
effect on the enzymatic mctivity of the soil. The hydrolysis of urea
to ammonia and carbon dioxide by ureases was chosen as the enzymatic
activity to be followed.
lh2.
Ih3.
M_terlals and Methods
Soils: The soils were o_tained from Dr. D.S. Jenklnson_ Rothams_ed
Experiment Station, England, and they were Lh_ ones used in his
experiments (I); they h_d the code letter "c". We used a sample of
untreated "c" soil and a _ample of "c" soil which had undergone five
treatments of chloroform sterilization, inoculation, remolstening and
incubation_ the fifth treatment followed by a final inoculation_
incubation for ten days and drying. These two soil samples were
designated "untreated" _nd "treated" respectively.
Soll dilution: About 120 mg of soil is weighed into a sterilu metal-
capped test tube, 5.0 ml sterile water is added_ and the tube let
stand undisturbed for 15 minutes to wet the so_l. The contents are
then mixed thoroughly. The tube is allowed to stand about 15 sec. to
let the heavier particles settle and the supernatant suspension is
used to make dilutions or is pasteurized. All dilutions are made in
sterile water using sterile pipets.
Pasteurization: The supernatant suspension of the soil is carefully
placed in the bottom of a sterile metal-capped test tube to avoid
¢ ,
,_.
wetting the sides. The tubes are heated in a boiling water bath for
five minutes and then cooled immediately in ice water. The tube is
shaken vigorously before making dilutions.
Plating procedure: A medium of O.01_ Difco Bacto-peptone, 0.O1_
Difco yeast extract, 0.O5_ KH2PO4, and O.0_ MgSO4. TH20 in tap water
is adjusted to pH 7.0 with NaOH. Difco a_ar is added to 1.5_. The
medium is sterili:cd 15 minutes at 120°C and then cooled to 45°C.
1.0 ml of Inoculum is added to a petri dish_ then about 20 ml of the
nutrient agar is added. The dish is rocked to mix the inoculum with
the agar. After the agar has set the plates are incubated at room
temperature for ten days.
Results and Discussion
The initial tests on the soil "c" show the following results:
untreated treated
organisms/g 2.5 x 106 2.5 x 107
spores/g 1.5 x 104 4.0 x 106
urease activity, z_pm/m 4.0 0.7
.t
The untreated soil contained one spore per 167 organisms and the
treated soil contained one spore per 6.25 organisms; that is, the ratio
of spores to total organisms in the treated soll was about 27 times
that of the untreated soil. The reason for this is obscure. The
exact treatments which these soll samples have undergone is unknown.
Perhaps the chloroform treatments provide a selective advantage for
the growth of spore-formlng microorganisms. If this is true and the
spores are chloroform-resistant as well as heat-resistant, they may
accumulate in the soil w_cn..... successive treatments.
The treated soll had a ten-fold higher microbial count than the
untreated soil but had only 17.5_ of the urease activity. The experi-
mental data indicate that the treatments have eliminated a large portion
of the urease activity but they do not indicate how much activity was
lost (since the treated soil was reinoculated before the activity was
measured) nor do they indicate the location of the urease activity in
the soil samples. Compared to the untreated soil, little activity is
associated with the microorganisms in the treated soil, but since the
types of organisms in the soil samples are different, one cannot conclude
that activity associated with microorganisms in the untreated soil
accounts for a negligible amount of the total activity of that soil.
Further studies on _hese soils are in progress.
l) D.S..l_nl((n.nn. J. Soll Science. 17- 280 (1966).
